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PREFACE

This monograph provides a technical analysis of' the state of'th,. rt in some tacets ot the phy s-
ics of frazil ice. One of thle intentions of thle ('RRI. .llomoraph series is to provide suIch updates
and introductions in various aspects of cold regions science and technology.

This monograph was prepared by Steven F. Daly, Research Hydraulic Engineer of' the Ice Flip
neering Research Branch. Experimental Engineering Division, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory, -'der the guidance of Dr. Keith Stolzenba ch, Associate Professor ot'
Civil Engineering. R.M. Parsons Laboratory for Water Resources and Hydrodynamics. Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. It was prepared by the author at the Massachusetts Instittute of Tech-
nology and was submitted to the Departnment of Civil Engineering in September 1982' in partial f'ul-
fillment of the requirements for the Degree of' Master of'Science in Civil Eniginee ring. Funding was
provided by Civil Works Research Area. Flood Comtroland Nam-izatiott: Research Program. Ice Ln-
gineering; Work Unit CWIS 31724. F~razil Ice Control fir Field U'se.

The author wishes to acknowledge the key role of Dr. Stolzenibach in the preparation ot' fil
report. In addition, the many fruitful discussions with the faculty and students of MIT and re-

searchers of CRREL are appreciated.

.~ ~ The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising or promotional purposes. Cita-
tion of brand names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of' thle Ilse of sulch
commercial products.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Constant

a I, a2 , a 3  Constants

a,a Linearized intrinsic kinetic growth rate constants

Af Acceleration of fluid

AR Relative acceleration of crystal and fluid

A, Surface area of disk

A T Total surface area of crystals in R

a(r) Area of crystal of size r

h Constant
B Birth function ,

C Heat capacity of fluid

C) Drag coefficient

CT  Fluid impurity concentration

Ci  Heat capacity of ice

D Death function

.4r Collision energy created by collisions of crystals and boundaries

F Pure straining motion of fluid

Ew, Fluid strain Tate along crystal rotation axis of symmetry

fE(r 1 , r 2) Collision energy created by collisions of crystals of size rl and r2

Rate of energy transfer by collision

F Number of particles generated per unit of collision energy

F2  Fraction of particles surviving to become crystals

FD  Drag force O

g Gravity

g' Reduced gravity

G Crysta! growth rate

Gk Kinetic growth rate

h Heat transfer coefficient
he Heat transfer coefficient from disk edge

hf Heat transfer coefficient from disk face

k Thermal conductivity of water

Ka Geometric shape factor

K, Volumetric shape factor

L Mean latent heat of fusion of ice .-.

L: ite Latent heat of fusion of ice as a function of the equilibrium temperature

m Nondimensional crystal sie-

m(r) Mass of crystal of size r O

It Total mass of crystals in R

1n Size distribution function
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FRAZIL ICE DYNAMICS

Steven F. Daly

INTRODUCTION

Frazil ice, fine spicule. plate or discoid crystals in supercooled turbulent water, is commiron place
on many northern rivers and lakes during thle winter. but the processes that create it are not well
understood. Frazil is formed when heat is withdrawn from a body of' turbulent water that is at thle
freezing point. The temperature of the water follows a qualitatively well-known sequence: it falls

below the freezing temperature to a minimum and then returns to the f'reezing point. This temper-
ature sequence represents a dynamic balance between thle latent heat released by' thle growing t'razil
ice crystals and the heat lost to the environment from thle water. -

Frazil ice can block water Supply intakes. hydroelectric plant itntakes. irrigation and water supply
canals, and it can form ice jams that ca~n block an entire river cross section and cause extensive
flooding. Although thle adverse effects of' frazil cost the world uncounted millions of dollars each
year, currently no quantitative estimates about any aspect of this sequence of frazil formation can
be made. The deficiencies in the current state of knowledge are -severely hindering development
of rational design methods for avoidance or alleviation of frazil ice problems" (ASCI- Task Comn-

mittee 1974).
There exists then ant obvious need for a comprehensive, physically based quantitative tmodel of*

* the basic processes that control and direct the growth of frazil in natural water bodies. The slow

A development of such a model has been frustrating to the engineers who m1ust cope With thle unique
problems of frazil. Despite such provocative statements as "thle phenotmenon o(t frail ... is similar '
to the more general one of crystallization in a supersaturated miediumn" (Michel 1963). very seldom
has an attempt been ntade to study frazil in thle wider context of crystal growth from a solution.

The problenms of- large-scale industrial crystal liza tioti. however, canl provide insigh t itnto the tra/il
problem.

The goal of this report is to take the first steps toward developmer! of a comoprehensive. quanti-
tative model of' the process of' frazil formation by relating knowledge of industrial crystalliza tion to

thle conditions present in natural water bodies. Toward this end. this paper develops Thle moat1he-I. mnatics needed to describe thle dytiani ic interaction of lte I'razil ice crystal dist rib iition arid lte heat
balance of' the turbulent water.

The Literature Review section covers f'razil ice in natural water bodies. aiid industrial crystalliza-
tion.

The Basic Equations section describes thle dynanmic crystal n umber con i uit equ lUtio)n itt parti - -

cle phase space and tile basic equation determining the heat balance of' thle water. Also defined wre
the moment equations defining the total crystal number, area and voIlume1.

%4.-.-...
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is Itirid it) be cOril I Oed h.% hleatI Irisiel .Ilie le~iIall ,I Ii~ cecII cIeit Itn(i disk iipe 1 .r ti, I e 11 C'o

dletermtinied as J turlicrr01 tot I I stal si/C arid leweol it flid I Itulken11. I Ilie nirnt1i iide" H; th 1 in .1
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T hL )ou(id t Ic t -1 ,1 ldti'I IiISSCN 1)(1t1i ii iil lidleitiiiit tkii SCCilldI\ 5 I11,111 01 uclentl it

is croicluded tha.t Nponitaneoius ittilatoti ot iC call he discounIted. .iid 111,1 NCid cIS 51.115 Aiii1C

too begin tra/dn or1\5 ti liiTh t iieCt Icai rit1 It secoita uit11 1 iclea t Ill 't IC pa I tia 1\ I I' lcdl ,il1

tire\ are tonrild to depend on tile level of sueciln.the turbntlerice lexel and the s i\Nal i/e

distribuil ioll

The hrail /cc lDipaapnls ,ection presents a simple hut practical aiial\ tical shlut ion (I heiic pIi
-equattitsl or a1 stead% -state crxslii/er .and tile resuilts lie presented tor tire ' ro%\ il ot I ra/It Inl

-~SuIcI a cr\ staulhier. A;, oversew it tire basic equations s presented eiipiiasi/Iinrctlie mloilt k

- feedhac:k inherent in tire equiatiins. Ie inext steps in ftii ire ies, arci aie uulined.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
Either directly or indirectly, frazil ice has drawn tile attention of num~lerous enunneerMS and scienl-

tists, arid the literature comles fromt manx tields. The first part of tils section is a brief chiroiolgi-

cal review Of' thle literature produced by civil arid miechanical euneners .01 whoar concerned with
frauil ice in northern rivers arid lakes, tile mneteorological arid hydrauilic conditions tinder which it
tormued, arid its tremendous negative impact onl ntanis activity . Tue second part of" tiis section ic-

* . views kniowledge gained abouit tra/iI tromt ottier approaches. primarily tront interest iii tire desaliiia-
t ion of sea water by freeuing. Ii this context. fraizil is viewed as anl industrial product that is made
irl hulk crystallizers. This will not he a Chronological review. but rather anl in trodutct ion to the ex-
tenisive literat tre Oil industrial crvsralli/.atioit

Frazil ice in natural water bodies
Interesting pliertoiena such as ice I brining on fishing lines arid baskets tinder water. lost anichoirs

being lifted by masses of' ice, arid ice displacing buloys by moving their moorings hiought earlN atteri-
tion to frazil ice. Bul frazil was not studied seriouslv until people began to rise rivers and lakes mi-
initerruipted throughout the winter. Hyd~ropower, winter rlaviga tion arnd demands tbr fresh watei
by factories and cities provided econurtiic incenrtives for tire stutdy of fra/il ice.

Research on fra/il ice in natural water bodres was produced inl response to several mnajor coricerris.
The first was predicting where frazil ice would forrrr. The ability to do this is vitally important to
those who muLst keep openl the water itttakes of hrydroe lectric plait s, water supplies. etc. A second
was predicting tire total voILunie of fra/il ice thrat a given reacir of rriver could produce because large
voltiles of trazi! ofterl cause dari-like ice jams that call cause catastrophric flooding. A third major
concern was coping with tire problerrs caused by frazil. primarily finding ways iof keeping in takes
Operating. keeping canals arid navigation chIannels open, arid elirrirtating ice jamrs.

The rmeteirroliogical and ilvdrau.lic Cronditiorns under whichi trat.il carl torin were deterinlirred
throughj oibserva tiror arnd itard experience. MIurphry ( 1()0() ) provided a good desc ription of' tiiese
corrditiorns. Two (it' his points. tirat fra/il frmis inl areas where an ice cover does rlot exrst a1nti tim
it rs chu)sely associated with turblenlIt waters, are urriversally recogni/ed.

In icc 1hrgircerire. Barntes ( I ()28) stiminia ri ied tlie kniowledge of' i ce forri i p t ,)Io that I title
arnd priuriILgAed certain ideas iboiut tire forrrtionr of' fra/il . Miari\ of iBarrte were nrio COI

* rect. -un tort unatelv . these rrri sconceptionls dislayiNedi a rertarkable persistenec W arstens, I 9bu)
arid mranv, years passed be lure tiiev were tot alls reeltified . lHartics did.liroweve ~fr -hrnIs t, hi i ia

there was always supercooling during tire forrrinit oftra/il



After tIhe pilbllcattoit Il! /I / Igieo llpt ill Vt 'Ia i it .2 ''. . t

\ltberg Ii Russia anid Ic% ik Ii I~c icedircli It: Rils' i. hd !I,:

ice corr1ipleth file %kitet sLji% ls u tile it.\ Ot ~SI, PICtersLt I 4l' Itt: 1) 1kC

Altbhe I, ertpliasi/'ed I Ilani~tv I ecittI101[1t I It I I-'e' t CJII jIIs I CI anld aJrs.iie I,~ r C,

rrrethaititr1Ns oil Ice nucheaiotli arid th I ,I s k iI, e at ttI I v fel i ,lithi )c ic~ 11.tI 'I CcI:
Particles suIspended it) thle s Aelr w0ie nuliC IttI tile Ice. li~ 11thrillisiiCd Ill" 1Ccli ' :

* . .Icoledl %tet.l adeiiitie that %%.I let hdics 11t iiciteilg Iic1 e %5 'Cl Itll''. 11 '.j

* IDe% rk ((arsterts lIn Q0 isrIedited oIth littIodiiii tile teittisN -act ise ' aud*'sic
*.tra/il ice Ili stipercoOled wate (.ictive1% I 10i1 1au id1Ice Inl %kate[ al thIe ItIee/iII punt (l]IJJl C1.

t a/il his i -.ede tnec osik to sirIterged objctIs thinl imsoise Ira,'il. \ t ho-, I I ''

that ice crx stals introduced Into stipeicoOICd ttirbiherm it ssat pro(dLued j .1 11eat C ittiither '' 11 . 0
I crstals. arid sugg!1ested t hat portiotns of' thle crystals Indx biciks of ! atid sCrs as i thc slit! 1 '1 1 1

rosill ot cr\N stils. [This idea . %shiichlidrs been expanded finto thle tlieorl OfecLOtlilt I 11,CA I.t
ill he discussed Ii a folloxv Iic, section.

At thc, 1051) Montreal Congcress of tlte Ili ltnationalI Assoca tionl o) I I Is dnaI[ili,: Izesc'ir I N I.
the C'onmnittee on Ice Problems was created. Ihe.oe h O9('s, canl serve a co~nili I!
arbitrar, .division between the early artd recent literature. Seminars oil ice pirohleiis %seie hid .it

til IAUR C'ongresses through the 1900's. Ini 1()70 the tirst International S\ mositio ,it Ice Pt h.-
lerns was hield Ii Iceland, and since thtern they have been hreld reculat lv ( 11)'(. 1 ', 9I P' s.
l'08 1 ), Madny excellent papers onl (Tai ate contained itt thle proceedinigs of these sx, it posla

D~etailed observationts of frazil f orirratiotli Sisall Streatri1s were pulihshed by Schacten ( 1(70)
and Gilfillian et al . (1972). Wigle (I 1970) arid Ardcn and Wigle (1972) published detailed Inhset ,o
tions of' fratil I -orriation in thre Niagara River. Schraefer observed that fra/tl cI\ staIs a ppealed toi
form initially on thle water's surface and were then submerged by tunrbulenice. Ile founid t 1 iile
frazil cry-stals retained their disk shape tip to a diameter oft approxiniately 2-3 imin Ihit t be. rd thiis

ditmension denldrites grew out from thle flat disks, Ile no ted that these denid ites ss en ' LIMI[t ft ito IC
arid easily detachted. Ile described sponge-like deposits of frazil tltat gather onl thle Upstream side
Of Tocks and other underwater objects, but lie drew a distinction hetweetn this arid "I tre" anchor 41
ice true anchor ice being sheet-like crystals of ice that grew out frot subroe; ted objects to which
they were securely fastetied. Schaefer felt that true attchor ice was qlUite rare fit tireIL and that
alttost all reported anchor ice was actually' deposited frazil.

Gil filltan et al. ( 1972 ) closely observed the freezeup of a smial Isubar ctic Alaskan st rca i. The
border along the edge of the stream grew ittwards to cover it 5 (lays after free/etip begzan. The.\
measured att increase itt thle electrical coniductivity of the streatm water dluring the periods o~lf taut
production and tirey attributed this to the rejection of' impurities by the ice dninicM Lrowili of tile
ice crystals. They found substatttial agreemient tbetween the mass of tra/il de terin ted 1). est i mat -

Ing tie teat loss frToml thle streamn and the moass of fratil determined fromt thle mincase Ii electrical
conductivity. The Initial ice crystals at thte start of' a period of' Sipercool1I -' etcI discoids. SIX-
Pintted stars ir hexagottal. Frazil crystals larger than I mim in diamtieer (tad scalloped edges orl
were irregularlyr shaped.

Arden artd Wigle ( 1972) itbservedi fraizil formration ott te ut tpper Niagara Rivet .a di Iiire, fast h ik w-
Ing river that retmains open all winter. They deterttitned a ''txpical'' sequence oh ice uittitanor11tha
took place each night when treteoroilogical cotnditiotns allowed (hli har con tent ifthle mi ett dis-
iipate. During Such a typical sequence, tile river cioiled friom tile SLItrtce down~l ThIes ,aMts il
(in thre surface eveti whert thie temperature ott thre titairl body of the river %kas +0(13 (As thle iolutil
body ft' tie river cotoled , thre crystals on thle Surface bCame11 larger aid NssI ev sibrtr et ired h- Q cjrea
depths bx tite turbulence. Soiirt Of the crystals ontt le surface wer'Ce dlisks,. but most wee mitd .u
There was a "'transiiorn" period, lasting abonut I htiutr, during which file top 2-3 itl oh water wkas
siipercotoled whtile te biottomi 5-7 nli retaitned at temiperatiire sliglutlx above tree/tig. Iia/il appeared

* ~inn tire suipercooled laver but riot itt the lotwer layer: however, wNcriel thle ertir livet becait silier
coiled, fratil existed thriiughtout thle depth if thle river. During this ptVt tivI disk-shaped cix stlsl
were thre domrinarnt torrtt

P3
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The frazil in the supercooled water immediately stuck tenaciously to any sohuierged object. IHow-

ever, frazil did not build up on the river bottom until the supercooled water had existed for a few
hours. During a typical night this anchor ice buildup reduced the flow of the river by as much as
25/(.

Beginning in the 1960's a series of experiments were conducted in flumes biv Michel ( 0963) and
Carstens (1966) that provided very consistent qualitative descriptions of frazil formation. Michel
(1963) determined a typical sequence of water temperatures and frazil formation (Fig. I ). At the
start of such a sequence the water in the flume cooled at a constant rate. A time history of the
water temperature formed a straight line with constant negative slope during this initial period.

When the water temperature reached 0°C, it passed through this temperature and continued cool-

ing at the same rate until it reached a few hundredths of a degree below the freezing point, after
which the rate of temperature drop began to decrease rapidly until it became zero. At this time
tiny ice particles formed that were too small to be seen by the naked eye, but could be detected if
viewed with a strong light.

After the water reached its minimum temperature, it returned to 0C. Initially, the water tem-
perature would rise quickly and then more and more slowly, approaching 00 C asymptotically. The
water temperature measured by Michel during the course of an experiment reflected a balance be-
tween the heat loss at the water's surface and the latent heat released by the growing frazil crystals.
When the rate of temperature change became zero, the latent heat released by the growing crystals

exactly balanced the heat loss at the water surface.
Carstens (1966) conducted a series of'experiments in a test flume where he investigated the ex-

tent to which water could be supercooled. lie varied the rate of heat loss through the water surface
and he varied the turbulence of the flow. Carsten's experiments produced temperature-time his-
tory curves very similar to those of Michel. However, the temperature of the water did not always
return to the freezing point- it would often reach a constant value of supercooling, which lie termed

the residual supercooling. When the rate of heat loss from the water surface was increased, the nax-
ium supercooling of the water increased, the residual supercooling increased and the rise in tem-
perature from the maximum supercooling to the residual supercooling required less time. Carstens

also felt that the number of ice crystals increased, lie saw large qualitative differences in the ten-
"-''. perature-time history curves when the turbulence of the flow was varied. "Strong" turbulence

-. produced relatively small maximum supercooling levels, and the temperature would return rela-
tively quickly to the freezing point with little or no residual supercooling, while "weak" turbulence
produced relatively large maximum supercooling levels that would persist for relatively long periods.

Carstens concluded that the level of supercooling reached in a particular experiment reflected

the balance of the heat loss at the surface and the heat transferred from the growing fra/il crystals,

4
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which was controlled 1,v turbulence' of the tlow lie stiggeted that the heal i.,tlbeil frt the pal-
titles to the water could he related b an expression such as Nu = ('Re' where Nu is the Ntiv,,lt

-number ( n ndinlensional, heat trJ ster 1, C arid ni are phx scal cnlstants In Ilis rtuitcii claItiC. I i d

Re is tile Re\ nl10ds nutnbe baed onl the chatactef stic vel,.it, of the low% ,td the chIlt ctl'dlIC

linear dimension of the trazil crN stal.
The final experinents inspired by observations o fratil in nat ial water bodies to be described

in this section are those of Muller ( 11)78). Muller conifr, ted his experiments in a reflrigerated turbu-
lence jar in which turbulence was generated by an oscillating grid. lie investigated the rate of heat
transfer fron the frazil crystals to tile supercooled water and the rate at which the unber of' fra.il
crystals increased, lie observed no frazil at supercooling levels Ip to I C unless tile water was seed-
ed with ice crystals.

The number of ice crystals increased during the course ofran experiment. Mullei cocluded that
sone type of multiplication process was at work, but lie could gain no insight into tire mechatisns
of this process. Ilowever, the multiplication process "intensified" with all increase in supercooling
or an increase in turbulence, lie found that the apparent heat transfer f'ront the t'razil crystals could
be normalized with the supercooling level and the size of the crystals and that it was a constant for
all the experiments with an average representative value of the Nusselt number of 10.

Man), studies have attempted to predict tile total volume of frazil that can be produced in natural
water bodies by estimating the heat budget of the water body. Freysteinsson (1970) and Carstens
(1970) presented generalized approaches. Basically, these involved determining the heat budget by
accounting for tie total heat trans 'er at the water surface by evaporation, convection and radiation,
and the heat transfer from other sources, such as through the bed and viscous generation of heat.
These researchers found that the most heat was transferred through tile water surface, and that tile
other sources could generally be ignored. They assumed that once the water temperature reached
the freezing point, any additional heat loss resulted in the production of frazil. A general relation-
ship, Mf = QA/L, was used to calculate Al, the mass of frazil, where L is the latent heat of fusion,
Q the total heat loss per unit area, and A the surface area of the water body.

Estimates of the amount of frazil generated in the Niagara River were made by Ferguson and
Cork (1972)and List and Barrie (1972). Shen (1980) and Shen and Ruggles (1982) made very de-

-~'" tailed estinates of the volume of frazil generated in the open sections of the St. Lawrence River.
In all these studies heat losses at the water surface dominated the heat budget of tile water. Shen
found that the bed heat flux could be an important component, especially for colder winters when
tie open water area was small. p

In this section a brief revew of the civil engineering literature relevant to frazil has been presented.
The important question of the initial nucleation of frazil. which has been long debated, will be dis-
cussed later in a separate section. The specific problem of ice control at water intakes was not men-
tioned, although there is literature on the subject (Murphy 1909, Granbois 1953, Lxogan 1974, 1lan-
tillo 1981). In addition, several very good general reviews of frazil have been published (Williams
1959, Michel 1971, Osterkamp 1978, Ashton 1978, Martin 1981).

Frazil ice in industrial crystallizers
Other than in natural water bodies, frazil has been extensively studied only itt the industrial crys-

tallization process of desalination by freezing. Industrial crystallization is the production of crystals
from supersaturated or supercooled solutions in agitated vessels of varying complexity that are
called crystallizers. Generally, the average crystal size arid crystal size distribution are very impor-
tant in determining tie economic returns of a crystallizer product. Therefore, investigators have ex-
pended much time and effort itt developing both theoretical and empirical means of predicting the
crystal size distribution that will result from a given crvstallizer. A good introduction to this is
Theory o" Particulate Processes ( Randolph and Larson 1971 ). The rigorous determination of tile
crystal distribution, together with the associated heat balance aid the appropriate boundary comi-
ditions, provides a unified predictive and descripttve theory for desalination by freezing.
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Desalination by freezing

Desalination by freezing has been extensively studied (Margolis 1969, Kane 1971, Evans 1073,
Simpson et al. 1973, Woltz 1975, and Smith and Sarofim 1979). Desalination by freezing is pie-
dicated on the low solubility of salt in ice. The ice is formed in an agitated crystallizer from which
heat is removed ; the supercooling levels achieved in the crystallizers are small, typically less than
I IC. The dominant shape of ice formed is a disk. The resulting ice-brine slurry is pumped to a
washer where the brine is drawn off. The ice is then melted by the condensing refrigerant.

There are several methods for removing heat from the crystallizer. The secondary refrigerant

-. freezing process removes heat by vaporizing an immiscible refrigerant, such as butane. The vacuum
freezing-vapor compression process vaporizes a portion of the brine at low pressure. Both processes

are shown in Figure 2.
In desalination by freezing, the quality of the crystallizer product and the production rate largely

determine the economic ret ms of the process. The producL qualitv is determined by the average
crystal size and the crystal size distribution, and it is important in determining the pressure drop
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" across the ice bed formed in tile washei because the piessure drop Is invetseh p piiiot l it tile

S"square of the crystal diameter. Also, the melting rate of the crystals increases as tihe ,:r.% ,tAl i/c

S.. increases. Therefore, the quality is improved when tie average siue is itcreased and wlen the Minu-

ber of small particles is decreased. The production rate is equal to the CrStalliZer mII nnie liles tile

slurry density divided bv the average residence time of the ice in the crvstall/er. Thu the pr 1duc-

tion rate can be improved if the slurry density is increased, if the average crystal si/e is increased or

" if tile residence time is decreased.
- Generally, the type of crystallizer proposed for this process would operate at steady, state and is
." called a Mixed Suspension, Mixed Product Removal (MSMPR) crystallizer. Operation at steady state

requires that the number of crystals and the crystal size distribution do not change with time. New
.,7 crystals must be nucleated in the crystallizer as the crystallizer is operated with clear (unseeded) feed

streams. At steady state, one crystal must be nucleated for each crystal in the crystallizer in an aver-

age of one residence time. Therefore, the residence time is equal to the number of crystals (A) di-

vided by the nucleation rate present in the crystallizer (N). The average crystal size can be deter-
mined by multiplying a representative growth rate (G) of the crystals by the average residence time.

The average crystal size (r) is then

r = GN/?.

* .* The average crystal size is a function of the nucleation and growth rates. The nucleation rate and
the growth rate are therefore very important an determining the economics of desalination by freezing.

-. Nucleation rate
-" . The type of nucleation in ice crystallizers is secondary nucleation, and secondary nucleation takes

place, irrespective of its mechanism, only because of the presence of crystals of the material being
crystallized (Botsaris 1976). For secondary nucleation to occur, the existing stable crystals must in

some way generate new crystals. Inquiry into this process can be conveniently divided into two
questions: what is the source of the potential nuclei of the new crystals and how are these nuclei

removed from the source and displaced into bulk solution to initiate new crystals?

"% A number of sources of the ice nuclei have been suggested, including dendrites, microscopic stir-
face irregularities and large-scale breakage of the parent crystal. Dendrites and surface protuberances
are often reported on frazil crystals and, if detached from the parent crystal, could easily initiate

new crystals. However, there is ample evidence that secondary nucleation can happen without

visible dendritic growth (Evans 1973, Woltz 1975). Clontz and McCabe (1971) were able to generate
crystal nuclei by causing crystals to collide with rods of various materials. The contacts produced no
visible defects in the parent crystals, but they assumed that during the collisions microscopic surface
irregularities were sheared off. These microscopic particles are considered the most likely source of

potential ice crystal nuclei (Evans et al. 1974a, b). Urge-scale breakage of ice crystals is rarely ob-

served.
The production of the crystal nuclei from the sources described above has been attributed to fluid

shear and collisions of all types. Clontz and McCabe ( 1971 ) found no evidence that fluid sheai could
V,. produce new crystals. Secondary nucleation induced by collisions among the parent crystals has been

investigated by Lal et al. (1969), Garabedian and Strickland-Constable (1972), Otters et al. (1972),
Denk and Botsaris (1972) and Desai et al. (1974). Secondary nucleation of ice crystals by collision
with other surfaces has been investigated by Garabedian and Strickland-Constable (1974), Evans

et al. (I 974a. b), and Woltz (1975). The nunber of crystals produced per collision was found to
increase with the collision energy and the supercooling of the fluid.

Garabedian and Strickland-Constable (1974) proposed the survival theory to explain these re-

suits. According to the survival theory, the iumber of nuclei produced per collision is proportional

to the collision energy and independent of the supercooling level. The nuclei produced are distribut-
ed over a range of sizes, and only those larger than a critical radius, determined by tile supercooling
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t 1 tile solutl0n. surVIVe .arid grow. Recent observations (Garside arId larson J hI IaI' I) f0diccd

"""" doubts about soirre of the details of the survival theory howevel tire nlodki Is ot second at ni ncle'r-

tion based on its premises are very general and can incorporate these rsnis.

The rate of production of new crystals by secondary nucleation can be linited h% erl}ci fhc pro-

duction rate of the potential nuclei on the clvstal surface or the rate of their removal Ito tr r- 

tal surface. Being linited by the removal rate implies that [ie time between collisions is log enorghi"
_. ".-to allow the crystal surface to heal front previous collisions, so the nucleatioi rie is theretore rude-

pendent of the systeirt history. Tie secondary nucleation of ice is limited by tire fermval rate.

*.,]-]] Evans et al. (1974b) proposed that the overall nucleation rate (NO] for ice willi ioire than one

*niechanisni of removal is tire linear suni of the actual rucleation rate all tfitable to each mcchar-
istn of removal. Thus

where ivi is the nucleation rate attributable to tIre ith tirechanisni.
For exanple, in a crystafizer. the overall nucleation rate is the linear suM of tire trrucIeAtoorl late

--caused by collisions of the ice crystals with tire agitator (propellor or turbine), the cr, stalli/er walk,
and other crystals. Evans et al. (I 974b) demonstrated tirat coating the agitator and crystalli/er

walls with a material that is softer than ice could reduce tire trucleation rate. Thie coatiti! reduced

the contact energy, thereby reducing the number of nuclei produced per collision.

Crystal growth rates

The growth of crystals in agitated turbulent solutions has long been a topic of research by chcni-
cal engineers. An extensive review is provided by Wadia (1974). Tire growth mrechanisms for ice
crystals suspended in supercooled water are the incorporation of water nrolecules into the ice sur-
face (the crystalline kinetics) and tie transport of the latent heat of fusion to the bulk fluid. Thus,
the overall growth rate of an ice crystal, in fresh or salt water, is the result of the interaction of the P

.- ".. crystalline kinetics and the transport processes of the surrounding turbulent fluid. It itas been
found that the growth rates of the major axis of disk crystals are largely controlled by transport
processes. The transport processes can be described if the geometry of tire crystal is known and if
the ambient velocity distribution of the fluid in tire vicinity of the crystal can be adequately de-
scribed.

Unfortunately, the fluid in a highly agitated crystallizer exhibits a turbulent flow field with many
seemingly random aspects. However, successful transport correlations predicated on Kolmogotov's
theory of isotropic turbulence (Hinze 1959) have been developed. [i a turbulent crystallizer, tire
impeller adds a known amount of energy and creates isotropic turbulence around the suspended
crystals. The ambient velocity distributions are then determined by the energy pit in by tire inn-
pellet, the viscosity of the fluid and the crystal diameter. The transfer processes are calculated by
determining the heat transfer given the ambient velocity distribution. The specific case of heat
transfer from suspended frazil crystals will be described in tmore detail in the Ice ( ,Ystal Growih

Rates section.

Summary
In summary, desalination by freezing is a process of industrial crystallization in which frazil ice

is purposefully created to make fresh water from salt water. To provide the maximum econo0c

return, the crystal size distribution has to be optimized as described. The two major influtences it
the crystal size distribution are the growth rate and the rate of secondary riucle;ition of the ice
crystals, and as a result, the basic riechanisms that courto these rates have been extensively i c-

searched. This research has not yet been applied to fra/il producti on ti nt irral wrter bodies
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BASIC EQUATIONS

Introduction
In this section a descriptive and predictive crystal distribution theory, following Randolph and

. . Larson ( 1971), will be developed. Rigorous determination of the population balance of crystals
. .. will result in a crystal number continuity equation, the solution of which is a distribution function
" that contains information about the form and the magnitude of the crystal distribution. The func-

-- *.-", tion describes the Population density of crystals of each specific linear dimension throughout the
volume. The physical parameters that affect the crystal size distribution appear in the crystal numn-
ber continuity equation. An additional equation that describes the heat balance within the vol-
ume is required to determine the crystal size distribution. The two equations are linked by the
growth and secondary nucleation rates of the ice crystals, which are dependent on both the heat
balance and the crystal size distribution. In theory the equations can be solved it the various re-
quired boundary and initial conditions are known. These equations will serve as the framework for
this investigation of frazil ice in natural water bodies. In addition, the crystal moment equations
will be developed. These equations are very convenient for determining the total mass and surface

area of the crystals as a function of size.

Crystal number continuity equation

The crystal distribution will be described in a space termed the crystal phase space or more gen-
erally the particle phase space. Particle phase space is defined by the least number of independent
coordinates that provides a complete and useful description of the properties of the crystal distribu-
tion. It is convenient, if somewhat arbitrary, to divide particle phase space into two subregions de-
fned by external coordinates and internal coordinates. The external coordinates describe the spa-
tial distribution of the crystals. Internal coordinates refer to properties attached to each individual p
crystal, which quantitatively measure its state, and are independent of its position.

To begin, a crystal distribution function n(R, t) will be considered. This function is defined
over a region R of the particle phase space consisting of the three spatial dimensions (the external
coordinates) plus any number of internal property coordinates. In all further cases the internal co-
ordinates will be restricted to one, which will correspond to a major linear dimension, r, of the ice
crystals. The function n(R, t) is defined as the population density of crystals in the region R. At
a time t the number of crystals in an incremental region of the particle phase space dR is given by

dN ndR (I)

and the total number of crystals in a region R at time t is

N(R) [ .ndR. (2)

R

Individual crystals can continuously change their position in the particle phase space. If these
changes are regular, that is, if they are the result of gradual and continuous movement, the convec-
tive crystal velocity along a respective particle coordinate can be defined. Let Ve be the external
convective velocity and Vi be the internal convective velocity. V'e is the velocity of the crystal
through space and will result from the interactions of all the forces acting on the crystal. I'i, as

restrictively defined here, simply represents the rate of change of the size of a crystal. The veloc-
ity of the overall vector crystal phase space is defined as

V(R, 0) [YR, 0+ V(R, 0) . (3)
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It may also be necessary to deal with the sudden appearance (birth) or disappearance (deaith) of
crystals at a point in tile particle phase space. For example, the breakage of' crystal would cause

the sudden disappearance of a crystal at the internal coordinate corresponding to its size and the
sudden appearance of its fragments at the coordinates corresponding to their sizes. The net appear-
ance in an incremental region (IR at a time would be

. (B-D)dR (4)

where B(R, t) and D(R, t) represent birth and death functions at a point in the phase space.
The population balance of crystals in some fixed region R, which moves convectivelv with the

particle phase space velocity V, can be defined as

n -- JdR=I(B-D)dR. (5)
R R{

Expanding the first term using Leibnitz's rule, and noting that the region R was arbitrary. ve Can)
state the population balance in general terms as

+V(Vn) +V( V,)-B+D =0 ()

This is the number continuity equation in particle phase space. This equation is quite general. as
each term is defined over the three spatial coordinates, the internal coordinate r and time. As only
a single internal coordinate r is considered, the divergence of the internal convective velocity can
be represented as

0(Gn) (7)
ar

where G(r, t) is the convective velocity along r or simply the growth rate of the ice crystal such that

G =.dr. (8)
dt

Equation 6 is then

_an +a (Gn)+D-B+V( n)=0 (9)
- ,%..,at ar."

This is the number continuity equation in general form. Further simplitications can be made by
applying physical knowledge of frazil and the conditions under which it evolves. In principle, eq 9
can be solved for n (crystal size distribution) if G, B and D are known functions, and the initial and
boundary conditions ofn are known. To uniquely define these parameters, the heat balance of the

Pic volume must be known. The basic equation governing the heat balance will be developed later.

Crystal moment equations

It is often of interest to know the distribution with crystal size of the number of crystals, the
mass of crystals or surface area of the crystals. These can be uniquely determined if the distribu-
tion function is known. Let n(r, t) be the distribution of the crystal population along the crystal
size axis r at a time t. For convenience we assume that n is not dependent on any other coordinate
and t is fixed; n(r) is the population density of crystals of size r. By definition, the concentration

S.. of crystals of size r to r+dr found in a unit volume is

10
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dN n(r)dr. I 0)

The units of n are (r3), (r1 ) or (r4 ). The total concentration ot cr\ stals is

Ni o n(r)dr. (1I)
'' 0

The units of N are crystals per unit volume. The surface area of an individual ci sial can be repie-

sented as

a(r) K.r ( 12)

where Ka is a shape factor relating area to size squared. For geometrically similar crystals the shape
factor is independent of size. The total surface area per unit volume of suspension is

AT =Ka r2 n(r)dr. 113) ,

0

*- The weight of an individual crystal can be represented as

m(r) = piKv r3  (14)

where K, is a volumetric shape factor relating the volume to size cubed and p is the crystal density.
The total mass of crystals per unit volume of suspension is

M T = PiK, r3 n(r)d . (15)

0

Heat balance
In this section the general expression for the heat balance of the frazil ice-water system will be

developed. This expression will be developed strictly for frazil crystals suspended in fresh water.
Consider a differential volume in which Of is the mass concentration of water (grams of water

per cubic centimetre of mixture) and Oi is the mass concentration of ice. The temperature of the

water is Tf and the ice Tic, then p

C (0 T,) + C oi Tic' ~+CVf Tfr f) + Ci p Tice r)a t a t

-k VTf +jf U(+ Q*+ Le a P1 -1V(7 1/~) Oa)

where C= heat capacity of liquid water

Ci = heat capacity of ice
1 = convective velocity of the fluid
k = thermal conductivity

v = kinematic viscosity

"P = dissipation function (viscous heating)
SQ*= net heat transfer from the mixture

Lie= latent heat of fusion of the ice at the equilibrium temperature of the mixture.

Several simplifications can be made to eq 1 6a. The first is to assume that Tf z i.., that ivs. the
temperature of the ice is that of the water. While this cannot be strictly true (if it were there Could

I1
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be no heat transfer between the ice and water), this assnlllption iltiodtlces t11 ,, ,a %ert small citm.
The error is small as the lentperatures of the ice and V,,tel are verN close, lisii.l\ \ .thin ). ( .Also
the mass of ice is usually very small compared to the mass of waler -I . sn that it) good appl x-
nation, Pf can be set equal to pf. tie density of water, and pr + P, pf -pl A second tmsuplin
is then C, pi/Cpf << I . Additionally, heat conduction can be neglected and heat capacities ind tle

. latent heat can be considered constant because of the small variation il temperature. herette,
based on the above assumptions, eq I 6a can be rewritten

-- IVf -'- T __ i~ (11

where L is the latent heat, which can be assumed to be a constant.

Parameters in the basic equations
The two basic equations are tile crystal number continuity (eq 9), and tire heat balance (eq I 6h)

The various parameters that appear in these two equations will now be discussed.
1. G-The growth rate of the major linear dimension of the crystals is a function of the heat trans-

fer and the intrinsic kinematics of the ice crystal. In the Ice Crystal Growth Rates section it will be
shown that G is effectively determined by the heat transfer rate. Thus. in general

G 0G =h(r. e) 0

Pi L

where h is the heat transfer coefficient and is a function of the crystal size r and the level of turbu-
lence c: 0 is the supercooling of the mixture.

2. D-The death function can be set to ero for all signs of crystals. This is equivalent to assuin-
ing that there is no large-scale breakage of dhe crystals.

3. B-The birth function is determined by the rate of the sudden appearance of new crystals.
New crystals can appear as a result of spontaneous nucleation, secondary nucleation and the intro-
duction of crystals. The Nucleation section will show that spontaneous nucleation is not possible
under frazil-forming conditions. Therefore B will be determined by the rate at which new crystals
are introduced and the rate of secondary nucleation.

Let NVT be the rate of secondary nucleation. N1 is a function of the crystal distribution n, the
turbulence dissipation rate c, the supercooling of the mixture 0, and perhaps other parameters. Let
N, be the rate at which new crystals are introduced. We assume that new crystals are created and
introduced at a size small enough that the radius of new crystals can be approximated as zero. Thus

B [)VT(0, n, e)+A1 6 (r-0)

where 6(r-0) is the dirac delta function [6(r = 0) = I, 5(r #0) = 01•

4. ,Oi-The mass of ice per unit volume of mixture can conveniently be determined using the
moment equation

p=pi K " r n(r)dr.

0

5. Q*, 4-These functions are determined by the environment of the water body of interest,
and, in particular, tile meteorologic and hydraulic conditions. 1), the dissipation function, will gen-
erally he quite small and under most circumstances can be set equal to zero with small error. Lx-
pressions to determine the value of these functions will not be developed in this report.

6. 1,' V} The convective velocity of the ice crystals atid the fluid will generally be very similar.

12
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The action of buoyancy and inertial forces on the ice crystals maV cause the ]CC crvstal ,,cItN Itf
differ from the fluid velocity it' these forces become large compared to the fluid drag 1It,:C.

Substituting the above expressions into eq 9 and 16b gives uN

+ -h n) +V( V, N.+A 1 6rOat piL

+ V( 1f.0) = /,jr+I( i / r' nr) +
.t CP t n C P

0

where n = n(x yvz,rt)

0 O(xv.z,t)

h = r, E)

'VfI(0Xj,,, )

" Q*(x.y.zt).

Writing the equations in this form emphasizes the dynamic way in which they interact. To deter-
mine ( and n uniquely, both equations must be solved simultaneously, and the boundary condi-
tions and initial conditions of 0 and n must be known. Difficulties arise because 0 and n are di-
rnensionally incompatible. In the h'e Crystal Growth Rates section expressions for h will be devel-
oped and in the Nucleatio section expressions for Nr will be developed.

ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH RATES

Introduction
This section is a discussion of all the relevant factors that determine the growth rates of ice

crystals suspended in turbulent flows. These factors include the morphology, the intrinsic kinetic
growth rates and the heat transfer processes. The overall goal of this section is to determine the

. value of the parameter G that appears in the number continuity equation.

Morphology
% A description of the morphology of ice is not simple. The various shapes of ice crystals appear

to result from a complex interaction of the imposed heat transfer conditions and the intrinsic crys-
"' tallography of ice. We know from observations that the dominant shape of ice crystals that grow

at the supercooling levels found in turbulent water bodies is a flat disk. Virtually all field observa-
tions of frazil ice note that the crystals are disk shaped. It has been reported that ice crystals in the
shape of six-pointed stars, hexagohal plates or spheres, and small pieces of dendritic ice all evolve
into the disk shape in natural water bodies. Researchers have studied the morphology of large
numbers of frazil ice crystals because of interest in desalination by freezing. The observations (f
Margolis (1969) indicate that the thickness of the frazil disk is 0.68r ± 16.7'/, where r is the major
radius of the disk. Smith and Sarofimn (1979) say that the maximum radius is approximately 0.8

mm for disk crystals produced in turbulent crystallizers.
Disk-shaped crystals have been studied in the laboratory by Kutmai and Itagaki (1953). Arakawa

(1954) and Williamson and Chalmers (1966). Arakawa's classic drawing of the growth of a disk
crystal is shown in Figure 3. Arakawa created disk crystals by first growing dendritic ice cr. stals
on the bottom of a container containing slightly supercooled water, lie thlen scratched the clystals

with the tip of a line needle. Spherical ice particles with a diameter of about I () -2mmiii frm)imle d
and rose towards the surface. Two flat spots formed (n the spherical particles' urface as tlhe

I3
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o0 e!Z f - J . "' loated up. and Iurther gr o\tlh was lateral
the pai ticles became disks. The ,:iystals gie,,

o0 into disks with diamcters of 0.5 to 3 nun and0/ with diameter-to-thickness ratios ot 5:1 to
T O e. 100: . Once the disks grew to a certain si/c

Figure 3. Frazil disks (after Arakawa 1954). they took on a notched look with many notch-
shaped growths at the perimeter of the disk.

In a series of experiments, Williamson and Chalners ( 169,) found that at supercooling levels Of
0.2_C or less, ice grows into disk crystals. On increasing tire supercooling level to 0.4'(, they found

that the disk morphology became unstable and small protuberances appeared on the edge of the

disks. The protuberances did not appear to show any preferred growth directions. At supercooling

levels greater than approximately 0.6°C, the ice assumed the characteristic dendritic appearance
shown by many snowflakes, and preferred growth directions developed. For supercooling greater
than -1 'C, preferred growth directions dominated the morphology and produced dendritic crystals
with at least three generations of branches.

Researchers think that the disk shape taken by ice at low supercooling levels is the result of the
anisotropic growth kinetics of ice. Ice has two growth axes and they are identifiable by their opti-
cal properties. The ice molecule is hexagonal. The hexagonal axis is the c-axis, and the three axes
normal to the c-axis are the a-axes. The a-axes are all equivalent because the crystal is symmetrical

about the c-axis. The plane that contains the a-axes is the basal plane, and the growth rate in it is
tens of times faster than that parallel to the c-axis.

The disk shape of the ice crystal is subject to morphological instability. In natural water bodies
this instability is observed as scalloped edges, dendritic growths, irregular protuberances, etc., on
the perimeter of the crystals. Experiments have shown that the disk shape always becomes unstable
if the supercooling is increased enough or if the diameter of the crystal becomes large enough. In-
stability is perhaps the mechanism that limits the maximun disk radius to 0.8 ram. The entire
reason for the instability of the disk shape is not known, although it has been the subject of several p
investigations (Williamson and Chalmers 1966, Fujioka and Sekerka 1974). Williamson and Chal-
mers concluded that the instability of the disk shape depends on heat flow into the liquid, not

crystallography. This conclusion seems correct, as the diameter at which the crystal becomes un-

stable varies between experiments.

Intrinsic kinetic growth rate

The mechanisms that determine the rate at which an ice crystal can grow are transport of water
molecules to the crystal surface (for ice grown in the pure water this is not a consideration), their
incorporation into the crystal surface and the transport of latent heat away from the surface. The

incorporation of molecules is controlled by the crystallization or interface kinetics of ice and the
heat transfer reflects the particular physical situation of the system under consideration. The inter-

face kinetics of ice has been studied both theoretically and experimentally. As noted in the previ-
ous section, ice has two principal growth directions: within the basal plane (a-axis growth) and
normal to the basal plane (c-axis growth). The interface kinetics of each growth direction appear

to be different and each will be addressed separately.
The crystallization kinetics of ice call be viewed as part of the larger study of crystal growth

from a melt, which has developed an extensive literature. In the interest of brevitv, the interface
kinetics will be divided into three simple possibilities, following tile example of Fletcher ( 1970).

The first possibility is that of a perfectly smooth crystal face. Because of the lack of near neigh-
bors, it is relatively difficult for molecules to become attached to such a surface. It is necessary for
a stable "island" to nucleate on the surface before growth can begin. For this type of growth it

11 can be shown that

;k exp(-a/Oi) 11 )
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where Gk is tie kinetic growth velociIy, a is a conqalit ard IIo Is tIIe supcrcoo iIng at tIe inte I acC.
This type of growth is called surface nucleation.

Real crystal's surfaces are generally not pertectlv smooth and tma contain iruper eCtIcI, of vat I-
ous kinds. A dislocation imperfection allovs the crystal surface to advance ckIntilluHou1,l. [or tlhis

type of growth it can be shown that 6

G o~U I

This type is called growth by dislocation mnechanismrs.

A crystal surface may, tinder certain circunstarces, be roughi on a nmolectilai scalc. All ci,,,lal,
show a general tendency to become rough at large supercooling levels and it is relativels easy tor
molecules to become attached to a rough surface. The velocity of this type of, gro th can he shown
to be

Gk oi. (20)

This type of growth is called continuous growth. The continuous growth mechanism may be af-
fected by the curvature of the interface, especially if the radius of curvature is very small.

Measurements of growth velocity fall into two general classes: those in which free dendritic
growth is measured and those which confine the growing ice in a tube that is placed in a bath of
some other liquid. Both methods suffer from a disadvantage because the interface temperature
can't be directly measured.

Measurements of the growth velocity in the direction normal to the basal plane were made by
Ifillig (1958) and Sperry ( 1965). In both cases the growing ice was confined to a capillary tube.
Although the results are not in precise agreement, they suggest that ice grows in the c-axis direction
by surface nucleation. Damaged crystals grew faster than undamaged crystals: they thought that
damage to the interface provided the imperfections necessary for dislocation-type growth. They
found that a minimum supercooling level was necessary before growth was observed-additional
evidence of a surface nucleation mechanism.

Measurements of the growth velocity in the direction parallel to the basal plane have been made
by a large number of investigators (Fletcher 1970. Hobbs 1974, Kallungal and Barduhn 1977).
Fletcher describes the results of many investigators as showing rough qualitative agreement. All the

measurements can be described by a relation of the form S

0Gk = t(O i)b. (21)

Unfortunately, the value of the exponent h has been found to vary from 1.3 to 2.2. and measure-
ments made at the same value of 0i vary widely.

It is difficult to assess how accurately the data represent the interface kinetics and not complica-
tions of the heat transfer effects. The results were generally interpreted as implying a dislocation
mechanism, but this interpretation has been criticized by Jackson et al. ( 1967). Kallungal and
Barduhn (1977) state: "Interpreting growth rates in capillaries is a difficult and unrewarding task
since the rates are as much dependent on the properties and physical dimensions of tie capillary
tube as the characteristics of ice and water." To resolve the question of a-axis growth rate, they
made a number of measurements of free dendritic growth in both flowing and quiescent water.
They found that at large impressed water velocities, heat transfer of the boundary laver type con-
trolled the growth. No influence of interface kinetics was found to exist tip to impressed velocities
of 68 tri/s. They demonstrated that in qu iescent water the growth direction withI respect to gr avity - -

strongly affects the results. This they interpreted as evidence of heat transfer comuplications due to

natural convection. The importance of natural convection to ice growth rates was also demonsr~il-
ed by Gilpin (I976). The rest of the literature contains no consideration of natlral convectlon - .

heat transfer.615 ' '
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In stuintiarv. te diferetnt igir I l iates parallel to tile haal platC alld 10i Mial I' the li11W ll,iiuC

ot an ice crystal are the result of diferine Itel iace kinetic . (ism Ill III the (-.i\. p ohal. , ccl d
by stir face nucleation for pei te.t civstaIs a I b\ aI dislocation itt lila i-It)a ton 1 0 aitta t cl cl ,ti I li,.

interface kinetics of'a-axis growth has not been cotttpletelv defined, [Iltech:tiiI l,, ptI" ltl, liii
Of COn tinuous igrowtI. lIONever. it appeals that the kinetics are er\ Last aitd thiATt ,i ptiett,,il pJn- I

poses the growth rate is totall, controlled by the rate it which heal is trai It,pi ted isv.si\ It r ti liL

itter face.

Combined effects of kinetics and heat transfer on the groth kates

Te rate of growth of ati ice crystal depends On t\o pi oesses tlat take pla,:ce in et't L", tIc it

tachnient and rearrangeiient of water molecules On the crVtal strlace III accoI.daeleC % tilt le Itt-

trinsic kinetics, and the transport of the latent heat of fusiol aai- lroin e f rie tal surIfae. D-

pending on the relative rates of these two processes, either could control the giol ti rate. Predi ct

of the growth rate involves determining how the separate IlI CCSSeS intelaC at iLld I lie I i cat he

conbined to give an overall growth rate.
The growth rate will be modeled here as two processes Itt series. and the ilitlicn,:e of fite stirlace

curvature will also be included. Let Tr be the hulk temperature of the NIlIIercitled IlLhtnd. and iII 0
be the equilibriun temperature of the ice-water mixture. For pure water, the cquilihriti tempera-
ture will be O°C. The overall supercooling level 0 cart be obtained as the sutm of the three tempera-

ture differences representing the driving forces required to overcome the surface curvature. intrinsic
crystallization and the heat transfer resistances:

0 =T- Tf =(T-T)+(T-T)+(-T T22)

where (Tm T is the temperature difference required to overcomie the surface curvature resistance -

(T-Ti) is required to overcome intrinsic kinetics resistance and (T- T) is required to overcome the

heat transfer resistances.
The surface curvature resistance is a function of tie radius of curvature of the ice/water interlac.

The temperature needed to overcome this resistance can be estimated

2y Tm.Te =Tm Pi- (23) i?

piLr

where -y = ice/water interfacial tension (-" 22 erg crr -2 [Fletcher 1970] ) "

L latent heat of fusion per grain of ice
r = radius of curvature

Pi = density of ice.

Te can now be estimated as 3.9x 10-6 cni 'C/r. Therefore. if r > 10-3 ciii (10 itt) then tire ctirva-
ture effect will be essentially negligible. We can assumre that for tite purposes of this study that this
will always be the case. Therefore, eq 22 can be rewritten as

0 = Tm -T=( T - Ti) + (Ti - T) (24)

-*l where (Tm - T) is required to Overco ne the intrinsic kinetics resistance. Let q be the rate ofheat •

transfer per unit surface area. Assiting a steady growth rate. we ee t:i1

a( = Tal,- Ti)'  h( Ti- T'f =t tTT - T,)} 2 5}

where a and h are the crystallization kinetics coefficients. Ih is the heat transfer coefficient arid I
represents an overall transfer rate. We can iake the crystalli/ation kinetics linear as

l-,..-.- .--... ....... - -. -.. .. ... ...... ..-



a (in-T1 h , + a"(ln T, 6 .)

and thus

h(J1 1 -i= ht(Tm-T 11+(ha' a") ( '
q =h (T1,,, - 7; ) 2-I1+(/, )

* II

The growt th rate along the a-axis determines the major linear dimension of tile ha/il disk. TherC-
tore, it is the a-axis growth rate that appears in the niniher cottinuitV equation :is the I'Ucti,,ii (G.

Kallungal and Barduhn (1977) measured a-axis growth rates and found no evidence of a rate himil- S
ing kinetic step. This implies that a" > It. Thus

G -. ; q h t n -~ .-,
-' . i PL (Tfl-Tii. (28).

Pjl, p1 -

The growth rate in the a-axis is strictly controlled by heat transfer. An expression for the heat .
transfer coefficient h will he deternined in the next section.

Growth along the c-axis is much slower than a-axis growth for all sizes of crystals. This implies
that c-axis growth is controlled by the intrinsic kinetics and thus /I > a". Tile c.axis growth rate
does not appear in the number continuity equation. The latent heat released by growth along the
c-axis may contribute somewhat to the overall heat balance- however, research has revealed that the I
latent heat released by c-axis growth is effectively negligible. Therefore, only tile growth along tie
a-axis will be considered.

Heat transfer from ice crystals suspended in turbulent water

Introduction
In this section expressions for the rate of heat transfer from suspended ice crvstals will he formu--

lated. To determine the transfer ratio, it is necessary to describe the ambient vchocitv distributions
of the fluid about the crystal. Frazil is created and develops only in water that is turbulent. Rivers

r... and channels are inherently turbulent because of the instability of their bulk currents. Wind can
make large water bodies become turbulent. Frazil is also created in crystallizers in which the water p
is made turbulent by impellers, turbines or other means. To describe the velocity distribution of'
the water surrounding the crystals requires knowledgt, of the properties and characteristics of turbu- "
lence. The first part of this section will be a very brief review of the Kolmogorov theory of locally
isotropic turbulence. For further details the reader should examine the texts of Batchelor (I Q53,"
Hinze ( 1959) and Tennekes and Lumley (1972).

Analytical expressions for heat transfer have been developed for particles inumersed in a station- p
arv fluid, in a fluid moving with a uniform translational nmtion, arid in a fluid whose velocity varies
linearly with position (shear flow). These analytical expressions will be discussed later inI this seclion.

If the ambient velocity about a suspended particle in turbulent water cannot be described in
terms of these velocity distributions, an analytical expression niay not be possible. In this case a
more empirical expression is necessary. Frazil crystals are subject to glavitalioj] and itnc tial I

forces which give them an additional translational inotion relative to tile tfl1uid bceau.,e the dciisit\
of ice is different from that of water. The magnitude of this tra slatn,,ll moon i' delelmI Imed inI

this section and its possible influence on the transfer rates is asseCl,, \,, a" the \c istaN die o-
not spherical, the influence of their disk shape on the transfer rates is delimned. loin the growth
of frazil in fresh water, only the transfer of heat must he determined. Jhe corresponding treameill
and results for niass trant sfer from suspended particles are Identical when expinessed a ppiopriftel.. .

17
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Tlhe phsical basis of the Kohnogmo, lhcor\ oI mt 1tuilence Call be \I'maliied TIs tlTu1lerotu, Intel-

*-- acting eddies of all possible scales. The very Ia:ge."I eddies olrgillate diect\ h11ii tile filtabillie,
of the mean bulk flow. The scale and orientatiOn of these largest eddies are imposed by the geome-
try of the flow, situation. In a stirred crystalli/ei the largest eddies are created b\ the hifpeller and

i- + -- are in scale with the impeller w, idth these large eddies constitute the bulk flow. In a rivcr ir chan-
nel the size of the largest eddies are limited by tlie depth or width of the channel. In a large body
of still water, in which the turbulence is generated h\ the shear stress oft le w md, it is not possible
to easily predict the scale of the large eddies, unless some tlonhion1:1oeneous feature. such as a thef-
rnocline, exists.

Energy is extracted front the large eddies through the inertial interaction of these eddies with

-, smaller eddies. The anount of kinetic energy per unit mass in the large-scale eddies is proportional
to u , where u is their velocity. This energy is assumed to be lost ill a tittT iloportional to U.
where Q is the length scale of the eddies. Thus, the rate at which energy is supplied frot the large-
scale eddies to the smaller eddies is u2 u/V = u3 

/Q. This energy cascades through ire spectrumt of
eddy sizes to the smallest eddies. As the eddy size becomes smaller, the geotetric orientation of
the large eddies is lost. The turbulence is isotropic when smaller eddies are randonTly orientated.
The energy cascade is not affected by the fluid viscosity until the smallest scales are reached, where
this energy is dissipated by the viscosity. The dissipation rate must equal the rate at which energy
is supplied to the small-scale eddies. Therefore, the dissipation rate c can be defined as

e = u3 /Q. (29)

The scale at which viscous dissipation becomes important can be estimated if' the fluid visiosity v
and e are known. From these parameters it is possible to form a length scale r7 such that

r/- (3/O'" . 30)

7 is the dissipation length scale or the Kohnogorov scale.
For flows with a sufficiently high Reynolds number, it the spectrum of eddy sizes is normalized

by the dissipation length scale, there is a universal character for the range of eddy sizes smaller than
the large energy-containing eddies. This is the universal equilibrium range. The universal character
of many different turbulent flows is shown in Figure 4, which is plotted to show the energy of
eddies against the wave number of the eddies (reciprocal of wave length).
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Thie range ot scales larger thtan the dissipationi scaleC 1111 11nIaicI t11,11 111C 1eife 1! tin 1.1 ;Ler

containing eddies is the inertial subraitee. It tiip111oxssihhe to plcdl I. a1 pI hi Il W \:,1I ii liicl IIA.1

which thle inertial subiange wvill beginl. Withinl thle inc't lial suhl anlgc tile Iud ci hi I IN, I'l 11 - I"

and all eniergy dissipation results fromt the inertial interactiows hetwkeeti eddie, (it dit fet cil I si/es
T1hereltore, the only scaling paramieter available is Miicli can he in terpre ted as tilie tile (pei til t0

niass of fluid) at which energy cascades through thle spectum It eddies si/es sithin tile tinertiat

subrange.
The range of' scale thla t is sinal ler thtanl thfe dissi pa tion sca le is thIte d issi palt itn su hiatilge. - Thie ihind

viscosit% plays atil important role lit the snhramee and act,. qulickIN to dattipti an1d dissipate thle

fluid mnotion. This small-scale mnotion jutotnlaicallv adjlststsel to thle %alnc' of thle viscosi vj nd
thle rate of energy tratisfer.

Hea t transfe r Ilom suspdtdl'd particles
Th is d iscuss ion oft hea t t ran sf'er from f'orce -free parit iclIes wdil IcotilcerlI ra te n it t wo k itids of l ows:

first, particles suspended in fluid with steady veloditv distributioti: secotnd. particles suspetidedl i

turbulent fluid.
Linear rellitv distributions. Probably thle most basic situation that canl be attaly/ed is that of

an isothermal particle suspettded in a motionless fluid, with no relative tmotiotn betweetn the particle
and the fluid. In this case thle heat transf'er rate is controlled purely by thle rate at whiichi heat catl
diffuse front the surface of thle particle to the bulk of' thle fluid (Carslaw and Jaegar 1059). What-
ever the particle shape, the steady distribution of tenmperature due to diffusion becoites sphericall\
symmietric at large distances front' the particle. At these distances the temperature distribution is
the same as that which would be caused by continuous point sources of' heat, emnitting heat at tie
same rate as thle actual particle.

It is convenient to define the nondiniensional measure of' the heat transfer rate or Nusselt tiutri1-
ber Nu as

Nu= (h r/k) (1

where r is the major radius of' the particle, k is the thermal conductivity of' the fluid, and h is the
heat transfer coefficient. For a spherical particle of radius r in a stationary fluid, the heat tratnsfer
is

47rr k(T - T)= 4 Trr h(Ts- Tf) (32)

where T, is the temperature at thle particle surface and Tf is the bulk temperature of" tite fluid.
There fore

Nu0  I (33)

T7he method used to determine the transport rate front the particle suspended lit a fluid mioving
with a steady uniform velocity will depend on the value oif' the PNchet numrber, definied as

Pe (Vfr/a) (34)

where 1Vr is thle steady translational velocity atil( a is thle thtertial diffusivity of thle tluid.

If' the Pdclet nutmber is smiall (We < I ), the transport tfrott the particle suirface is d Innra ted by

diffusion. The effect of' the fluid motion is to iiodify the sphtericailly syttmtetrical, stead' -state
distribution of' tetmperature due to diffusion at large distatnces front tlie particles atnd to itncrease
the transport rate. Because tl-e influetnce of' thle fluid mnotion is otnly evident at large distatnces t nt
the particle, the transport rate is relatively ittsetnsi tive to the Reynolds tiiber amnd tic particular
fortnl of thle allibie nt flow field.
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The solution of' the steady-staite hear tranlspoi I eqlaton troi .1 sus~penided pm11,. 11 if '111,111

PNclet number be longs to the class ofI prtob les known as sigilar pe I r rbIIa I A) phefn II,.IIe

steady-state problem was solved by Actrivos andIL Tj' ]or (I Q621 )a d lireInliet (1 103 fs Iiri: ic i

and "~outer" expansions of tile temlperature tieIldS and Miatcing these Noinfioii' H] thir cotflln1 1

domain of validity. The inner solution held for thle iegi on near fielauleInI ssitic ifil itt1 %%.I'

assumed to donin ate. Theo outer SOILut Ii held t~or thIe region t ar I om In ife pm I it ee kk I wr

tion was assumed to dominate. The SOIlutionl tor tire transter rate is S

Nu-Nuo I
Nu - NuilPe .

-- If the PNclet number is large (Pe > I ), the transport trot f teifle surface:] NL IsdCI dOtiITIAted h\
convection. The gradients of' temlperature exist only itt a smiall bouiidai\ Iux CJ hearJ hei pJJf 10C.

outside of which thre tetmperatutre canl be aIssoied to be uhitorm. The t rafisfer f a ti at a lafiv PJletI

* Itnber is dependent on thle t'orm of' thle tluid motion near thle particle atnd tterCtOre tile N11ape Ot

the particle. A uniform translational miotionl that is linear with positiont correspond,, to tile coidi-

tions of Stokes flow. The expression fot transt'er trout spherical parttcles InI Stokes tlom.i .1 acd

PNclet n umbers has been de terttined by Levich (1902)1, Briani afiH I 1la1les 199)1 at 1 t (1 ie I CI C 101 1 19

The solution of Batchelor is

Nu Nuo +0.624 Pe' (.i3mo

The third and most general Situation is that of a particle imimersed ill a fluid with a steadx velo-

city distribution that varies linearly with position. This type of flow sliear flow -has not had the

extensive analysis of the previous two flows. In general. . littear velocity distribUtion call be repre-

* - sented as

* -i~sijxJ(37)

where xjis position and the tensor Sjcan be written

ij =E+Q(38)

where E represents the pure straining motiotn of* the fluid and S1 represents a solid body rotation of

the fluid. The angular velocity of the solid body rotation is determined by the vorticit,, of the ami-

bient flow. We can) see that a S of any magnitude cart be produced by ait int itie nruilber of' cotnl-
binations ofF and 2

Which combinations of F and Q2 are relevant for detertmining thle transfer rates froml a Suspended

particle? Batchelor (1979) provided the answer. An axis of'symmnet rv along the particle canl be de-
termlined by resolving the components of vorticity along tic principal axes of' the r ate of strait1 tenl-

so E It is the strain rae ' along this axis of syntrtetrv that is larglrepnie odfem -

* ing the transfer rates fromt a particle. Transfer in all other directions will be Suppressed 1w fihe iota-
tion of' the fluid.

For shear flows thre PNclet ntnmtber calt be detitred as

r2 S r 2II I w
ae r

For smtall Preclet nutitbers. Batchtelor 197()9) determined the transfer late, to thre frst otder. .,

N 0 = 0.40 Nuo I'e . (40))

For large nclt nbers, Batchtelor (1979) determrinied the tranisfer rate, to first order, as

Nou Nuo +0.97 Per (41)
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pi.\,,,litcUr Itl,, trI d trr/, tt, , ,i . ..I 1,N N lpcui dcd ,I ] J irio ,i i i.i .I I i .11, lT. \c , t.
" dl.lTIIbLititn ll(I elal e to tile paricle. ) arde t .ill Nll (.itI( 11 IS A hiI ilk% 11\ 'Id ,% ld, rIoliiihcl IN

leare rtire i d cc rs t ie hrid ar I A\ ci iie ~R\ ui~ ii et L NIIH CIIIC I I H I I~ i)It ki.I ,CI I I I n I, IN. lik I 
-large or tre thlld iN tile bitieil .t , lare Rc,\CI iIo lnIrIhcrl ie Ir d 111r11 daix i e hI liii', \,kcM

processes hecaulNe tire. depend on the trarster II heal to itttti ati om hle t noidi Iiklh I lld I
flowing. It tie shape ot tihe oblecl IN cIIpllC\. tile 11.M CI t.itC', IILII bc dt. Milled citri)?! 1, al .

It' the shape ot the objec.t is S irple. s,,u i A> a ,I, lc ,.C \ 111det Ot ,pht.tc. tilt' e eat irIf.i rAle C.1

be determ ined frOlll kls srn collelalions, III hea tirITINIct'l ra ir Jid lie ri0t+iec'l t the III,, I lie
Frossling equation isa well krom, i :orrelatirin l relarc tire licat trali ci to i sphec II tHit
Reynolds number and Prandtl nunrher I Nteid,\ li" hu', tclaiit. \\ lii i. i heci tuirnd t+ 1) C
accurate for Reynolds nunibes hetI, ccII I .nd 10)< . I,

* Nu = Nuo +0.42 Re' 2 Pr' . 42

Re is the Reynolds number deiined as Re - r I. r, lh I'iaridtitl rmbci i, dirmcd as, v o (kiicuijai-
viscosity/thermal diffusivitv).

- At this point, expressions for the trarister rate f tom par iics Nsimi ctdtd II J .irIIrt hu I,, ill
...-.- be determined. In a previous section tire dissipalrc aind Incrtial suiaiges ( I the ltilbtllet Npc-

trum were described. We s, ill see that 'he anibreill 0elt. dIstt ib otin of tie dissipati c subtaivc

can be described in terms of linear nmotion and tire inertial subrange cannot . %ery diteleient ineall,

of determining the transfer rates are reqitied [Ii each subranege cThefole. these two Susrainges 1

can be said to compose two reglrrles of heat transfer L ntortutlrra te\. we cann oi kilo\ betorehatil
which regime the fraiil will be in. as the siue ot the ci,,staN and leel ou irbuleice ma ,'i% ',idely

in natural water bodies.

Particles int turbulence dissipative regimrre. It the cr,,stal siue is small relative to tie Kolnmoe'ogrv
length scale, it is in the dissipative reginme. III tile dissipative reglrre tie Iluid eddies are stiotgly

dampened and dissipated by the fuid ,,s,,sirv,. In eQtet. tie :,t.a I" -,matik!r titan the smallest
scales of' the turbulent eddies. It does not experience tire turbulence as irnteracting eddies but
rather as a fluid motion that varies linearlv with position. The nlagritlde oI S iii lie dissipativc
regime can be estimated as (Tennekes and Lumlc 1972

- SW- e/t,)' K. W4 "p

The Reynolds nunmber of the particle motion will be (assurning tire particles experience hii\ this

shear)

Re = (r' e- 2 2/
3 2 (44)

and the Pclet nurrb-r

Pe = 2(r 1 2)/(ou' 2). 14)I

As r < r7 in the dissipative region,

r < (v / 44

and therefore .4

0Re <' 1. :

For tire Pclet numnber to equal ullil, that is. le = I
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r 0 /Pr' )7 (40

where Pr is the Prandtl number. Therefore, when

r<(ltPr I  )r: Pe < I (47a1

-" r > (I /pr 1 )7;, Pe> I. (47b I

In the analysis of mass transfer, usually the Prandil number (or analogously for mass transfer,
the Schmidt number) is much larger than I . Therefore, the low Peclet case corresponds only to
very small particles, usually much smaller than the range of interest. However, for heat transfer

- from frazil crystals, the Prandtl number is approximately 13. and the low PNclet case is relevant.
It is interesting to note that there is only a narrow range in whichi Pe > I and Re < I . As the parti-

S -cle size becomes large, r will approach the Kohnogorov scale, 77, and the conditions of the dissipa-
tive regime will no longer be valid, However, data suggest (Batchelor 1980) that the flow distribu-
tion can be considered linear until r 1017, which expands the large Pclet number range. In the
interest of generality, then, the result for both the small and large PNclet cases will be given.

As noted, Batchelor identified E, as the important component of the shear for determining the
transfer rates. The average over time <1/E. > is a parameter of the turbulent fluid in which the
particle is immersed and is independent of the properties of the particle. The small-scale properties
of the turbulence, in particular, determine its value.

Batchelor (1980) showed that in locally homogeneous and isotropic turbulence

* . <lEI> 0.18(E/v)' 2. (48)

Therefore, Batchelor's result for the heat transfer at a small Pjclet number (eq 40) can be written

Nu-Nuro2 1 2N-u.o=0.17 Nuo(-! vL "! (49)
Nuoa /

The large Pe'clet number result of Batchelor (eq 41) can be written

rF 12 L'3

Nu = Nuo +0.55 4- ) 3. (50)

These results are for a particle immersed in a shear flow produced by the turbulence of the fluid.
It is assumed that there are no inertial forces or buoyancy forces acting on the particle that would
cause additional movement of it relative to the fluid.

Particles in turbulence- inertial regime. If the crystal size is large relative to the Kolmogorov
length scale it is in the inertial regime. A number of theories of mass transfer in the inertial regime
have been developed and abandoned by the chetnical engineers. These are discussed by Wadia
(1975). The cause of the difficulty is that the flow field in the vicinity of the crystal is complex
and the transfer may proceed at many scales. The particle may interact with fluid eddies that are
both larger and smaller than it is. The problem then becomes characterizing the ambient velocity

• " " •distribution so as to accurately determine the heat transfer rate.
The ambient velocity can be characterized in many different ways, each corresponding to a

different eddy size. It seems reasonable to assume. following Wadia ( 1975). that the predominant
shear that the particle will experience will be produced by eddies closest to the particle.that are of

" the same size as the particle. Eddies that are significantly larger than the particle will entrain both
the particle and the fluid around it. Very small eddies relative to the particle size may enhance the
overall transport by sonic mechanism of renewal of the boundary laver surrounding the particles.

022* * 
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., but it is eddies of a size comparable to the size ot the particle that will cause the most significant
gradients near the crystal surface. Therefore, the shear can be estimated as (lvich 1962)

S - el 3 r- 3  (51)

This shear will not be linear with position. The Reynolds number of the particle motion will be

4 
3 1 3

* . Re 6 (52)

and the Peclet number

43 1 3
Pe= r C (53)

As r > tr in the inertial regime

r > (v3 /),'

and therefore

Re> I

and the Pe'clet number is

Pe > Pr.

In the inertial subrange, a linear ambient velocity distribution does not exist. The Peclet number
is large, therefore gradients of temperature will exist only in small boundary layers near the particles.
Fluid boundary layers will also exist and, if the Reynolds number becomes large enough, they may
become turbulent. This situation cannot be analyzed in terms of the linear velocity distributions
described earlier. Therefore, to determine the heat transfer from the particles, the Frossling equa-

tion will be used, following the example of Wadia (1975). The mean square shear between two S
* .- points separated by distance r in the inertial subrange can be estimated as (Batchelor 1953)

"/S-2.7(e',3 )r 2 ,3  (54)-

Substituting eq 54 and 52 into eq 42, we see that the Fr6ssling equation becomes

Ir413 1, 3\' 
/ 2 

1 
3

Nu = Nu o +0 70 (r ) Pr' 3 . (55)

The applicability of this equation to the situation under discussion here remains open to question.
This equation was derived for steady, nonturbulent flow, not shear flow. However, it is interesting
to note that if the size of particle r is made into a number without dimensions by the Kolrnogorov
scale such that r* = r/7, then the Frbssling equation and the expression for the transfer rate with a
large Pe'clet number and a general linear ambient velocity distribution reduce to

Nu (r*)2 3 Pr' 3  (56)

and therefore have the same dependence on the independent parameters of size and the Prandtl number.
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W~e write the [rossliii equtationl using the cht acltristic slicai ot ain edds si/c equail to OWt pH IF-
* dc size , so what I an be de termined abouit tile IntluenIcfe 0 1 eddiCS , lagCr .ind N111,11ller 111it thIII part i-

- dc siie" Wadia (I1Q75 ) calIculated thiat e ddies siIallIer tI I lrII theI i pat tickI d iamee icoum to

less thtan 20; of its relative velocitx . He deterrnid that e(dieS l~Iiilil h Ine par ticle IiJntetcn

accoiinted for 6i' ;of its relatime Motion, anid eddies greater than tive particle biire terS were ic -_

- sponsible tor less than 1 2 ;. Kuboi et al. ( 1974) used hig~h speed pliotiograpln\ to siid fire notion
of neu trally buoyant trace particles suspenided in a turhiulent a iried tank atnd in a flowinig pipe.

ThleN fou~nd that tlite rtns velocities of" the particles were 2.03 d frluThs supports thre tlteorx t hat

it is thle eddies Of Size comnparable to that of the paincle ihai cause lte fluid mot0ion1 arou~nd thle
particle.

The small-scale imotiott, smaller than the site of thne cry stal. mna enhance the heait trarispi I

- ~. fromt the crvstal by penetrating the bou~ndary layer arotind thre crystal. It is difficuilt to qtiantit\

this process butl this enhatncetmen t has been successfuLlly acconted for (althoughi enmpirically I bx

correlation of the turbtulent intenisity. a.,', Of thle fluid. a, is detined as

= \/iC/ ~(57)0

where -,71 is the ins vaIlue Of the0 velocity deviation front the mean velocity 1r. Thre experinments
ouf Livender and Pei 1I967) demionstrated that the Irhssling equation could be writ ten ats

Nu =No +0.44aT. Ret 1 /2 +a) pri (53

.where a is an experimentally derived coefficient. They fou~nd that for

CI .aRe< 1000, a 0.03 5

and

* t-1 Re >1000, a 0.2 5

*with the break occurring at the point at which the boundary layer becomes turbulent. Theretore,

having aT Re < 1000 gives

Nu = No +0.70 a0
O

0 3 5 Re0 -535 Pr" 3  (60a)

and having &T Re > 1000 gives

Nu No +0.70 aO.2 Re0 .7 5, Pr"/3. (60b)

For artr Re > 1000. Nu is essentially independent of the crystal size. This range is where induistiial
crystallizers generally operate and thre independence of' the tratisfer processes and particle size is
often seen. This observation has been getneralized and is called McCabe's Law (see the St'atlv-Stat'

* CrYstal Nlumber Continuit.11 lquation and llcai' Balanice in a AIPIR Crvstalhizer sect ion). This
correspondence between theory and ohservation is encouraging.

H/eat transer ftom suspcnch'd ice cry~stals
At this point thre heat transfer equations developed in the preceding section will be applied ito

ice crystals stuspended in ttirbUlenlt water. As the density of' ice crystals is different front that of
*water I(p1-pf/pf) j .l thfie crystals are stibject to gravitational atid inertial forces that give thtemt

a transilional motion relative to ftl fluid. The magnitude oft this translational motioni ttist be
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determined and its possible 1tine ce on I ie tlan stel rates aaSeSse i s tlie ICC ,', \Sta , ae

not spherical, the lnluel,:e of then disk shape onl the trainster rates must be deteillied
R'lative translationmal mltim n. Let the traljsla..tiojial i10tit01 ofa crvstal relative to Ie tud be

I* It rS I I, where S is the sheai of the ambient fluid, then tile tialtSer rates are deterMiled
primaril on the basis of the relative translational notion. The intuence Of the shear mould he a

second order or higher efffect. Iftr3" 'R > I , then the transfer rates are determined primail nl
the basis of the shear of the anbient fluld. When rSl 1 Wadia (I075 J assuied that an etiec-

live crystal velocity. I 'R effrsuch that

'Retf 1- 1(rS)
2

+UR n 2 ( 1)

could be used to calculate the transfer rate. The work of Batchelor ( I979, 1980) supports this
means of combining the velocity due to shear and that due to translational motion in estimating
transfer rates.

Inertialf~irces. The relative motion due to tire inertia of ice crystals will now be determined.
A t'orce balance on a crystal can be written as

KAr' pi-= F)+KrPf -- +PfhKr3 - i (62)

where A' = volunetric shape factor (K r3 
= volume of crystal)

I' = velocity of the fluid
Ve = velocity of the crystal

pi = density of the crystal
Pf = density of the fluid
X = added mass.

We will assume that I ) gravity effects are negligible (they will be analyzed separately), 2) the density
of crystals is small enough so that the fluid properties are essentially uninfluenced by the presence
of the crystals, 3) all the elements of an eddy are accelerated identically, 4) the Basset term can be
ignored, and 5) the fluid turbulence is statistically steady. Now let

Af (V/dt) (63a)

AR = (dV /dt) -(d Veldt) (63b)

I/ = Vf- v (63c)

then

PK, r3 AR = (pi-pf)Kv r 3Af -AR Kvr3pfX-F) (64)

as the vectors Af and AR are parallel.
*4 To proceed from this point, the size of the crystal relative to the scale of the turbulence must

be known.
If the crystal is in the dissipative ra;ge, then r < Yr and the drag force can be estimated using

Stokes Law

C D =12/Re. (65)

where Ct is the drag coefficient. Thus
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A rPiPr Pc-I)

The relative acceleration and the tluid acceleration can be estimated in the tollowing mannei

At - u*, P (07)

where T* is the characteristic time of the eddy of interest and u* the characteristic velocity. As
r < 17 these quantities are estimated at the scale of t7. Thus

A C.1 _ /)1 4 ((68)

and

A = (UR/T*) =UR(Cv)i 2 (69)

Substituting into eq 66 and solving for U R , we find

(K,,r'/6Ty) [(pi-pf)/Pf] (EI/V)l 4

UK (K r2 67rv) [(pi+PfX)/pf ] (c/v)"'2+1. (70)

Now the magnitude of the relevant shear rate can be estimated as

S 0.18 (clv)'2 (71)

and the relative magnitudes of UR and S can be estimated as

rS = (0.18K,/67T) [(pi+pfX)IPfI (r/17) 2 +I

UR (K,/67r) [(pipf)/pf)(r/?) (72)

and it can be seen that ifr < "r

> (73)
UR

where UR is the relative translational motion produced by the inertial forces on the crystal.
The inertial force on crystals in the inertial regime will now be determined following the exam-

pie of Levich (1962) and Wadia (1975). Starting with eq 64, we can estimate the relative accelera-
tion between the crystal and the fluid as

A R ' UR/T* (74)

where

T* 1 £/UR  (75)

and £ is the characteristic eddy length scale. Thus

AR U,/Q. (76)
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To characteri/e the velocity of the tluid, only the siue of the eddy and the dissipation ate c t are
available. Therefore

(u ) (77)

N and

A r f u/T* (78)

where

T* Q-,t*. (79)

Thus

Af (u* 2 T*) e23 -1/3 . (80) 0

FI) can be written

F) = (C1) r/2)r2 of U (81)

then

(pi-pf)Kvr
3 (EQ)

2 /3

U iKv + r3 +pKvr3 X+(CD1 2)1rr2pfQ (82)

We can see that UK is a function of Q. At a certain value of Q *, the relative velocity has a ,
maximum value UR Q* can be determined such that

NaUR/aq 0. (83)

Q* is then

2(piKr 3 +pfKvr3X)
= (C1)2)Trr 2 pf (84)

Substituting into eq 82, we find

I (P -Pd) ~
UR max 3 5 (pi+PfX)l 

3
(CI)Df)

2 3 (er). (85)

As Levich (1962) found, the numerical coefficient of eq 85 probably has no great significance.

It is provided to indicate the absence of large numerical coeffitients.
We recall that in the inertial regime rS = 2.7(Er)i 3 thus

1'3 2'3 1/2rS j((O+PfX) (C,)Pf) /(6(__cpr)(86)
Umax (Pi-Pf)

and.as 12 < C < 1. I and (Pi-Pf) = 0.08, we can see that when r > r7 .

(rS/U R ) > 1 (87)
mx
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SWhere U, is tile riaxiillnum relative translational Inotion ploduced b the inertial torces oi l t e
.'" "'crystal.

We Can conclude, therefoie. that ito a good approxilnatioliftle inertial force canl he ignored] in
-determining the transfer rates froin suspended ice ,.rN stals.

Graiit.itOrces. The relative translational 111011011 due to the force of gravity can be estimated b\
equating the drag force and the graviti, force:

.Of -.Pi . ..
K r g= 7'C D.f t

where K, is the volnunetric shape factor, t't is the terninal rise velocity of a crystal, and ( is the

drag coefficient. The drag coefficient of a disk whose major radius is perpendicular to the tlo,, is
a well known function of the Reynolds number and is available in many texts. Experimental ob-

servation has shown that disks under the influence of gravity do not always move steadily. At the
higher Reynolds nutmbers, they also oscillate, glide and tunible. Each oif these motions inluencesU the drag coefficient. Turbulence also influences the drag coefficient in a complex manner. In gen-

• eral, these influences will all tend to increase the drag on the disks slightly. In Figure 5 the terminal

rise velocity is plotted as a function of the major radius. The velocity was estimated by assuming
that the disk rises steadily with its axis perpendicular to the vertical. This may be an overestinia-

S-- tio" of the rise velocity.

In the Stokes range of r < 0.03 cm

" ','iUt =  
0 08 (g C 

-  r  '  (89) .

In the intermediate range of 0.3 cm < r < 0.14 cm

U t = 0.16(g ' 0 . 7 15  00 .4 2 8 r 1 1 4 ) ()0)

and in the fully turbulent range r > 0.14 cm

Ut = 2-12 (g'r)l 2 (91)

where g' is the reduced gravity (g'= 2[(pf-p 1 )/pf [gKv/irl ). To compare the shear motion and the

relative translational motion due to gravity, several assumptions will be made that are based upon
physical knowledge of frazil and the likely sizes of the frazil crystals.

l Fully

Turbu
lent

- I C Ino

E Intermediate/
Range -

• " Stokes

ooSo
3  

l
-  

I0oi I0
0  

10 0

Velocly (cm/s)

1-igure 5. Terminal rise velocity of frazil disks.
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We will assume that. if the ice crystal is in the Stokes raige. that is r -0.)3. licn it wkill iko, he

in the dissipative regime. Then

rS (Cv)'
Ut O.08g r

and using the best estimate for v and g', we see that

"'"rS 0.02c',r- r < 0.03 cut.
Ut r

For the intermediate range, the crystal may be in either the dissipative or inertial regime. ]i the

dissipative regime

rS 0.03 e' 2
- 0 C 0.03 cm <r <0.14 cm (93)

Ut  r 0.14

and in the intertial regime

rS 0.11 e 1 2
rS 0.03 cm <r < 0.14 cm. (94)
Ut  r 8 '

The fully turbulent range corresponds to particles with radius larger than 0.14 cm. This is very

large for a frazil disk; very few frazil crystals have been recorded larger than this size. Therefore,
this range will not be considered further.

Given the maximum sizes of disks in the Stokes range and the intermediate range, c need only

be slightly larger than I for the shear velocity to dominate. This value of I corresponds to a rela-

tively small level of turbulence. In most situations it will be possible to effectively ignore the trans-

lational motion induced by gravity in determining the heat transfer.

Heat transfer from disks. Up to this point, the heat transfer relationships have beeti developed
for spheres. The influence of the nonspherical shape of ice crystals must be assessed.

The heat transfer from a disk in a stagnant fluid has been determined by Wadia (1975) and

many others. Wadia demonstrated that if the major dimension of the disk was defined as
(A,/41r)' 2 r, where A. is the surface area of the disk, then for a disk with aspect ratio 0.34,

NuDIsK = (hr/k)= 1. (5)

The heat transfer from the edge and face of the disk can be represented as

NuEt)GE = (i re/k) = I

Nu FACE = (h rf/k) I

where re is one half the thickness of the disk and rf is tile radius of the face (if the disk. Noting
thatr =0.9 2 r, re =0.34r, and r. r, we find

Nut)SK = (hr/k) 1 .1

Nu,-,(,:= ( hr/k) = 2.94

Nu Fa. = (hr/k) = 1.0.
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N igure 6. Ldge vs face transpfrr (after lh'adia I) 7QS).

The heat transfer rate is Much larger for the edge than the tace of a disk. A general wa% of ex-
pressing this is

Nu =(h/k)= 1 (90)

where i re, rf, r.
If the crystals are in a turbulent fluid and are small enough such that r < 7 (Pr)I 2. they are in

the small Pclet number range where the heat transfer is dominated bv diffusion. At small PNclet

numbers the heat transfer rate is insensitive to the shape of the particle, as tioted earlier. There-
fore the disk shape will not influence the heat transfer to first order in this range. If the crystals

are large enough such that r > 7, then the Frossling equation, which was developed specifically for

spheres, is applicable. To investigate the influence of the disk shape on the heat transfer rates pre-
dicted by the Frdssling equation, Wadia (1975) conducted a series of experiments in which lie meas-

ured the transport from disks of various aspect ratios. The results are shown in Figure 6. Wadia

presented his results as the ratio of the measured heat transfer coefficient of the disk edge t, to

the heat transfer coefficient of the disk face h. The ratios are plotted against the nondimensional-

ized values of r/7.-
From his results, two trends can be observed. At low levels of r/Tj, the ratio e/f increases

-. rapidly as the aspect ratio (thickness/face diameter) departs from unity. Wadia's explanation of

this result was that the local shear of the fluid was higher near the edge of the disk than on the ,
face. For a fixed aspect ratio, as r is increased the he "h ratio decreases, approaching a value of I
asymptotically. Wadia speculated that as the face dimi nsion is larger than the edge dimension, the

% ° face of the disk can respond to a larger wave-number range of the small eddies, which can enhance
surface renewal of the disk boundary layer. It is at tire larger values of r that turbulent intensitv
plays a major role in influencing transport. Therefore, the effect of the turbulent intensity would

" be to enhance hf more than it would ie . At the large values of'r, the effects of higher local shear
at the edges increasing he and the turbulent intensity enhancement of hf would become of com-

parable magnitude, causing the ratio of he/h f to approach unitv.
From these results it is a direct step to determine a general correlation for the heat transport

from a disk by use of the usual dimensional groups of the modified Fr6ssling equation, bill with
* re and rf as the characteristic length scales. Wadia determined such a general correlation. lie

found that the results for all aspect ratios (0.23 < x _ I.O) aie well correlated by a single line.
This line is almost parallel to the sphere correlation line hut slightly higher on average.
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Wadia's conclusion is that for low aspect disks. the overall transfer coefticieris. baucd in i rrreain
surtace area equivalent radius Ir (.]J47T)l f are 10'; lhier than for sphrces . And it' tire radiius
of tile face arid thle edge thickness Lire used as the characteristic length dimensions tor [Ile lace mrid

edge, respectively , thle results in diimension less torni agree well with those for thre overall transport

from a disk.0

.Supntmarsl

lTre Nusselt numrber for hreat trainsfer fromt suspentded particles is shown iii Figture 7. The Nus-
* ~Selt Fruirter is calculated Using thre properties of' water at 00 C, arrd a turbulent intenisitY of 0.2 is

assumed. Thle heat trantsfer from spheres and disks is shrown . The relevant si/.e of' tire particle has
been nundirnensionalized by the dissipative scale r?. Also shown are the heait transfer rates hadt

* ~~Would occur fronm a particle at its termoinalI velocity Under the intflu ence of gravity.

A method of detertuining the NuIsselt number that provides an mitunitively easier mreans of' secirw
the relative value of' the actual heait transfer coefficient is as follows. Let NU1. be the ttirbtulent Ntis-

* -selt number def-ined as

Let rn i/77 where r r, r,, rf, or r (radius of a sphtere). Thre heat transfer relationships ,ire thei:

for m* < I /(Pr)'2S

NUT =(l/r*)+i0.17 Pr'

for lI(Pr)' 2 < m*< -10

- .NuT = 1(1/i * )+0.55( Pr/rn*)' i3

for rn*> I , with a low intensity aTm M* 3K 1000

NuT [(h/m*)+O.70aO.0 3 5(Pr/m*)1, 3J3
TS

1 11 Dislksl
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Figure 8. N'ondinu'nsional he'at tratrs]jr correlation based on a turbulent .Vusselt
* . tnumber.

for m* > I .with a high intensity a, m *4 _1 > 1000

N1.11 = (1/,*)±0.70aF2  Pr' 1 0j

where 1 .0 for a sphere and 1 .1 for a disk. These Nusselt number relationships are shown in
Figure 8.

NUCLEATION

Initial nucleation
Thle initiation of' the transformation of a substance front a less stable to a more stable phase is

called nucleation. When the temperature of water is below the freezing point, the water is super-
cooled or undercooled. and it is less thermodynamically stable than water that is ice. The nuclea-
tion of' supercooled water is the necessary first step in thle formation of ice.

Researchers have though t that frazil ice may formi by three types of' nucleation: homogeneous
nucleation, heterogeneous nucleation arid secondary nucleation. Nucleation in anl absolutely pure
liquid is homogeneous nucleation. Nucleation that results from thle presence of' foreign particles is
heterogeneous nucleation. Secondary n ucleation results irrespective of its mechanism, only be-
cause of' tire presence of ice crystals in the supercooled liquid.

The imiportance of' secondary nucleation to firazil ice formiation has long been recognized (Alt-
berg 1936). It is begging thle question, however, ito use secondary nucleation as the entire explanla-
tion for e xisternce of frail ice. iindoib tably. secondary nuicleation plays the major role in increas-
ing thle total numibers of' frazil crystals it will be discussed later. Tire object here is to discuss thle
source ot thle original trazil crystals. Tire original crystals added to industrial crx'stallizers to begin
secondary n ucleation are called seed crystals. Are seed crystals necessary to start the forina iion of'
trauil rCe inl nat orall water bodies? IF' so, whIere arid how do0 they origirtate?

['fil fairly recently, researcirers did ii't think thrat seed crystals were necessary,. At first it was
riroiglit thit thre was spontaneous hormogeneouis nurcleartiorn (B3arnes 1 928 ). Ir is well known today
that there is rio spontaneous nurcleation in pure water unless tire water is supercooled ito approxi-
rtately -38 C. a temperaltire nlever found inl arly waer buly. I leterogeneois nucleation wxas text
ofttereri as thle mitcliarrismr Alrberg 19~30). aid tlie experitteiris of [)or se\ 1948) lini strn
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IlitAtl betooeenl ;Ilnotes and ice Civstals are mrIp'st~l t n (ICICtIirIre thr eIL J iseries C~LLIk i i Il 1-

Cleatiriiz ice. 1)0 to, einita E ilt onIce tie tcmpeItI)uIe s'. liicl a saiirlL' IC it %II rk/e

51OIitltiiosI' %oas LlelerirIile~d (01or e or I~ .ie ICII)Ciprie al 01iiellilt Ill nilo." ciliilick

In tile Sariiple caused IIIcleationl ). the kafter possessed Compilete tiei [it'll stablilit' t11lr'li le

r angLe Lit stiper kooInU1 abhove t Iadt te I IIpe Iat te. IeI 1 tilind thadt SaI II pies Of % dst CI CotIILi he sipe I -t

COihid to V,1111iii I C Ofi their predicted l IIiletiOIuii emlperatiilL ad iLliai there fo i A rlletI rn~IteI

time without fic/lug. Ilo'.'ever. it the lieiiperatiir sAaS IiiMCMere tile I U, thie SaIIIple s'.Oll Iil~teeC.C

An'.\ solid subhstanee call be chuaracer i/ed his the miim~iumu stiprclnni4ig at i . hijel It I' \k 1111cleateIL

- ice. A list ot the nucleating teiiperatIires associated wi i imnotu siubistincs. kirizainie 11 .ill Iii-,All 1ii,

is proividled by Hobbs 1 1974). The weakness kit tine heterogzenueous tlteon' is revealed Isv such ,u lwust
There are no0 known subhstanices that 'Aill. n nleCate Ice at thle s,1it11llevel, Is 1Ipec~oolling tIeasulled

* inl natuLral wvater bodies. Piotrovicli I PS O) is credited with first potuiirtng till' outl

It is not possible to statie categorically that a substanee that call nuLCleate ice 11 [lie levels, W

* .supercooling measured in ntatural water bodies (less than I C) Ldocs tot exist,. onl\ that none has

been foUndl Such a substance was tiot [)resent in tine water samples tested ho, (sten kaiiip and ('Ill-
f i trani ( 1975 ). wh ich were taken from a st ream t ha t was produtcing tfrazil. The samuples %wer e cooled

-untIil t hey sporn tataeouslv irote. Tite ranige 01' temperatutre a t freeziiut was -41) to -3 -1) '. lie

suipercooling of' tbe stream that the samples w.ere taketn from was less than I C. That 'lie saniples

tro/e over a range of temper-atures can be explained byassunming a randomi Listnihitioii of miotes
between the samtples and by assuming thrat many different types oit mtoles wvci presetilt ill tie

stream water. There were no0 substances contained in tlte samtples that could lct veI\'lv cause ioL-

Cteationl at the! supecooling level known to exist in the styeam. This is consislent 111C utith xperi-

mental results of Dorsey ( 1948). Mlargolis ( 1969). Kane ( 197 1), Evans ( 1973 ), Wo'it5 )

Muller ( 1978). and others.-. This suggests that iheterogeneous nucleation cannot be tite nnechnanisilr
respon sible for thre initial formation of' the frazil crystals.

Toi renleuly this weakness in tire theory of lieterogenleouIs1 nmicleaio Michiel ( 1971 ) has proposed
the existence of a thtin layer of very srtpercooled water imrmnediatelv at thre air/wvater interface. The
supere d i Of' this layer would be sufficien t to ca use heterogeouIs ti iCICa tion. somtewihere in lie
raniuze ot -4.5 T. It is well knowrn that a temlperatutre gradient does exist at tile suirrace of coollne

water bodies I Pauilsotn and Sittpson 1981 ). hlowever. itt arty water body comirting tire slihtes
degree o1f turbuilence, it does riot seem likely that thre surface could be su~bstanillyl COldl thian
the brilk of tire water.

)bse rvaiutotls of, tratil formlationl indilcate that tite firist tra/il cry'stals are Of tentmi n te.ii tile

water's siirtace (SchzL fer 19)50, Arden and Wigi'' 197) Hoiwever, lieasuleurenits Ot the si ace

stipercoinltnlg level by tilertriniieter s ( Arden adl Wigle 19L72 ) and~ radiat iit tiieriioiiteis h( )Iner -
- kiiip aiid ( "Illil lian 107 5 failed to measure irmyv siupercoouling level beyond .i teuktl tSitt a dlc'ei'Ce

iiiore tihan that Mfirue bulk temnperatmue. Osterkanp ( 1977) sinutnaied tliLe availablL' LItila aiit

Conueliled 111;it spoinutimeouts heteroueous nucleation in a thin siupercooledl siii ace Ia'. ci of ss iie

C'Iiil)t expiliril Ilull ice liricleiti(Ili. lie also added cLIIa thle pOSs1ibilIt\ Of itieieoi LL

nion e'iisted ouro, fii ver' calur s.atei sujihtces siici is on a pudLdle, pmi! orI Like, bult 1ii,ii tilL' iCe
* ~ ~ ~ l- .)II srtiiiIL ti''oiild be, sheiceI- ratier tiian ila/il Ice.

All lilt asaulabhle ac ii IdkateI tl spoiltunous iiiicleatl if 01Ice is nout posill iiiiiiliill 5'.iie

bodies lhii ire pi lduimi lu il.l licietoic . Ned cIo. \t:lls are Iecessa'm. thle Needci' s 1i1\ ii'1 01iCL

tioim i tside lit:e ssite blodl' oil troir ic Alleald ili tile svAt Il .~d FICm IrIn'. siilaioii 511,1

%%eI i 1 au l ihs heen) obserVedl Ill N.od'lei Ill wikhiJ LC hdd( ii't L'\1sii 1  isi i ori Iei li,'

ice, Was ir limit liet lime pildicinu trauil. (Isteikamp IlQV77I Iriliplisil .1 ii55ellidiZL O i



at Id tcr iniei t .'e s tilt llle t lt lll lu t h i liiod lhi -id ci\', til, ill tlts', 1,i,,' I lh. i CI , c.'-1 i ,', .1 d

ICII ice 1 t1 l that' 10 11 af I 11 IJ '. ItII- o ciir."' \%Ilt I lii igt iale~ I! Al 't~h i It'l t ! . I ! If' Ill-
to file l,, l eil l p t' l ,al I t\ a~ t % ;11 tII S ot) l ,,ie cU Il~ l I ,+lgLI1 t', IHN i J I h -1 i bcl CI t \jlCI C Il

III waice palt i es sispetded in ,i li Ice pa ticles, that Orldgilled at st ille d hile's1 1 .. t hll e lilt'.c 7

body such is ;liok I ost. ice particle, s li tin trees,,, t lobs. etc.. coiuld leel ttlie seed] c'l i.

Very Cold Soil i+. lcles and Cold ognlI IC iiatls t tctlr c i itl I Iet Ill lie Slielc l ir" i e!
necessary to cause spolitalieits tucleatiin canl also be n+Inodi 0t AcI,, ss (lie lln wtel litte leid*

llra setve to nuclate ice, alitihc teir eft ecti'eliless is [lot kitnr'fh.yc

III SUii1iiiuary. the 1to na1in1 Of tra/il is started bN the iirltrIodtictifon kit seed Crystals illt() slpel -

cooled water. [lie mass exchange at the air, water interface proprised Iv (),slet k.rimp ( 19-77' i, the
ilnlst probable trclranist bSi h% which the seed crystals are itltioduced. lie rtlgit rif the seed clvs-

tal-; ait.d the rate at which they are introduced will depetid On the local et0iint tIa Cndititoits.
The mass exchange tllecltianism pi ivides a reasonable explanationtI or tlie tbsetvatioi l) ice cr, ,taN

at tile water's Isurtace at tile start of trauit ftrrmatinn. Thist mechatisnr cannot explain tile existeice
of all tra/il crystals, hir ever. Fle it iiniber i,1 ice er>stals itcreases rapidly wietl a cr vstal is inlrt- %

duced into turbulent srupercooled water in) which spontaietUs nucleatiotn is not possible. his in-
crease in lhe number of crystals occurs otnly because of thie presence ott the otiginal seed ers stal
secondary nucleation. Therefore, to deteimine the rate of increase of fra/ih ice crystals, tire rate nit'

introduction of' new crystals and the rate of secondary nucleation itust be known. The relative

nragnittide of these rates will depend on tile local envirn ten t however. the rate of secondary fiti-

cleation is probably ntuch greater than the rate of introduction.

Secondary nucleation

htroduction
The processes that govern the rates of secondary nucleatiin are poorly understood. lowever,

a partial modeling of tie kinetics of secondary nucleation is possible based on the work of' Evans
et al. ( l974a, b) who deionstrated that for ice the production rate of potetitial nuclei of iew crys- - -

tals and their removal from thle parent crystals could be uncoupled. The most widely acceptedJ
source of the potential nuclei is surface irregularities that are sheared from the surface of the parent
crystals (microattrition). Two general mechanisms of removal of the nuclei tront the surface of tile
parent crystals have been suggested: collisions of lie crystals with hard surfaces (incliding other
crystals) and fluid shear. If the rate of secondary nucleation is limited by the production rate (if
potential nuclei, increases in the n umber of collisions of an individual crystal will not increase the
production of new crystals. If the rate rf secondary nucleation is removal-litiited, however, the -64

paretit crystals will produce the samte number of' iiew tiuclei eachi collisiiot, independent oft' the crys-
tal's time history. Frtot their experimental work, lvans et al. (I I9 74a, b) coicltided that the second-
ary nucleation of ice was limited by the rate at which potential nuclei were retmoved friitm the crys-
tal surface. Therefore, it was possible to deterniine tlie overall nucleation rate X4 , with tyyo or

miore inec hanisns of remnoval I as the linear sum of the act uai ntcleatiin rate attributable to each
mtechanisni nf' remtoival (V1),

V = '+ . " (97)

Based ir tie vork of ('hn It and Mc('abe 172 ), ;ti ahedirt idnl Stmrik !aid-('"onstable I 972).
FEvaris et al. (I 974a, bh, Witll/ (1975) and ttliers, we will IssutIIre that the renoval nit' potential nu-
clei is caused solely by lie shear prrodtuced during collisiirs it the paren crvstals. The nucleation
rate of each imechantist of cillision can be expressed as the product of tll"tr fiticlitns (B(losalis
I1)7)
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'i 3If ~= (tY't)F 1 )(t"2 1 ',

where t't = rate of energy tratisl i to rNtakl h% cilision"
uii = inher o' particles geiieiated peI tillt m clliii crier L!,

i, = ttaction of par ticles sirvvmiig t0 he,, 01Ci, IC i

At this thi IC Values of fr and must he terilled eMiM Kill% I liar e I- !11
S." ters let /" and F, be conbined and eq QS be re", itten as

N, =FSN

%%here SN (
1

- (F2 ).

We expect that SN  is a Lunct ,on ot all tile pala Ireter, that 11edn lie flit ce i , . >  .ind t,.

crystal growth, including sutpercooling 0. i111pur it cic,:elittiatir (1 • 1),terice lk.,Cl , . lIfe

total nucleation rate can be expressed as

SN( O.('l.etc)(l 'ti + 12 +ft3 . I 01

The next parts of this section will locus on dete mining the rate of erter Lo IrIrrtel Ti ea,.h
nechanisn of collision. Two general classes of crvystal corllisions cair he idetiiied cli,,h,,h e
tween crystals in suspensions (crystal-crystal collisiois) and collisions hct, eetr cr, s:.l .1,.t ,xIt -

nal boundaries (crystal-boundary collisions).
We will assume that the nuclei produced by collisiois are eftectivelv at /eio si. liciel,,i,.

the internal coordinate of the parent crystal remains unchanged during a co llision. We al,, , ,,,rie
that large scale breakage of crystals, which has not been observed iii iia al a ,ale hodles oi agi-
tated crystallizers, does not happen during a collision.

Crystal-crystal coillisions
We will assume all crvstal-crvstal collisions it be hem en ceii'o crystals okl. Ilrree type, oi

collisions between crystals can be identified:
I . Collisions from the crystals moving with the fluid. These collisiinis ai e cawsed h\ panial

variations in the Iltid motion.

2. Collisions front tile crystals moving relatie tio tile luid. These are crllisirls caused h%
the crystals' inertia. It was shown in the hce ('rtstal Growth RaltS section thait tile

velocity of the crystal caused bv inertia firces was always ii irch less than tile velcit',

determined by the shear rate. Therefore. collisions caused by iner tia will lolt he con-
sidered further.

3. Collisions caused by buoyancy.
Note that only collision type I will cause collisions between clystals of similai size.

The rate of energy transfer to the crystals by collision call be determined following the imiethod
of Evans et al. (I 974b). k" is the product of the collision energy l:(ri, r2 ) a.t] the lreqilenc\ oi
collision q(ri,r 2 ) between crystals of size r, and r2 , integrated over the ci vstal size dish bution.
ThLs

= .J q(r, .r 2 )/-(r r 2 ) ,(r, ) ,(r 2 )drI 2 . 1 M)
0 0

For simplicity, the crystal size distribution function, n, will ire V.illen as a f/lictioll Oi the cr\s sal
size only. We determine tihe collision frequency per unit voliune between crystals of SI/e r[ t, r, +,dr
and size r, to r2 +dr; as follows. lel R, I(r, +r2 )he the "collision raditis. uird '"'d,"0 r1 1 he tlhe
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collision etficiencx ti c rx si als (,I size rl and r2  lle collision etficiencV rs detlincd als tile po tivol
. of crystals that would have collided if tie fluid flow field hadn't been distoi led h l 1hC Ct\ ,,Il

(Saffinan and Turner 195(). Assume that tile coordinate sivstetlt is centered on one particle and 1,

moving with the steady velocity of tie particle. Let v(r, r, )be tie elative m o tio n he|,seen 1l1k

crystals in this coordinate system. Thus

q(rIr.r ) = rr rI±r2 )2 v(ri.r,) 'P(r,,r, ) 1 (2)

and by this definition, r(r, ,r, ) 0.

We call estimate the collision energy by determining the energy exchanged between ci stal.s, on
sizes rl and r2 during a collision. Again, take one crystal to be the origin of tire coordinte ssterm.

say r 2 . The relative velocity between rl and r 2 will be (r,, r2 ). When the ct ystals collide tley
will deform plasticdly and elastically; their centers will come together and approach a mmintum

distance. We will assume that tihe collision is inelastic enough so that when the distance between
tire centers of the crystals is a minitll)un, the crystals will not be moving relative to one anothret.

They will then be moving together at some resultant velocity i-. A mtomenrtun balance is

mn(r ) r)r( r,) : I (r,) + i (r 2 )Ir' ( (10 )

where m(ri ) and m(r 2 ) are the masses of the two crystals with size r1 and r 2 respectively. The
tnagnitude of tire energy expended in tile collision will be equal to the difference in tire kinetic

energy of the two crystals before and after tile collision, or

'(r,.r2 ) = , ur(r1 ) [m(ri.r2 )- [m(rr )+mn(r 2)J i
2

. (104)

Substituting from eq 103, we find

m( r )m( r 2 )l 2(rr .(l0
Irir I , r 2 P~r )rr .2 (r, ,r 2) (105)

m(r )+m(r 2

Tile rate of energy transfer can now be expressed as

/1:77 )2m(r )re(r2)

' =/ - rr [n( ++r2 )2 rm(r2 ) (rr)r(r r2 )n(ri)n(r2 dri 1r, (106)
2 0 Ir(ri)+ m(r 2)0 0

and it now remains fIor us to determine the relative velocity and collision elticiency applicable to

each mechanisnr of collision.

C/llisi nsJr m the crystals moving with thefudd. For this analysis we will assume that tile
crystals exactly follow the fluid motion, that is, all inertial buovancV and other effects are ignoed.

As in tie Ice ('r'stal Growih Rates section, it will be necessary to analhze tire dissipative and iner-
tial subranges separately.

If R,. then we can estimtate tire rate of energy transfer assuming that both crystals are iii tile

dissipative subrange. Tlhe mean square relative velocity between two points separated by a distance

R, , where R, - 7, is

v(rrr 2  ) = O.13 R,.(/v)i (107)

It R, r?. then tile relative velocity canrniot be estimated as neatly as above. It rra% be that ri oi

tr2 or both are greater than 71. We will assume that ifR, I -> r7, then tile crystals will nmove with a rela-

tive veloclt appropriate to tIre inertial sirbrange. regardless of each individual crystal's size. The

mean square veloct y difference bet ween poir tils separated b, a distance R, where R, 77 is
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The collision eficiency '4'(r , r2 ) is dittficul Ito estiniate. Levici I 1902) disc usses Ilic pi oh]lem

Lippof determining the collision efficiency ot'suspetnded particles. Conmplicatlions arise because neitheri
particle is stationary, because turbulence and the boundary layerIs around tile partCics 111Od11 it\le
fluid streamn lines, because inertial forces on the particles Miust he accounted for, etc. Iitippaclier

and Klett (1978) discuss the uncertainties of calculating the collision efficiencies (it water drops in

air. From experimental evidence, Saffnian and Turner 19 ~50 assumeId that thle collision efflicaeticN

was unity for collisions between particles of nearly equal size when R, < Y?. I lowever , the disClis-
sions of Pruppacher and Klett ( 1978) indicate that tis miay not alwavs be true. In general, the

collision efficiency goes to zero as rj1 r 2 goes to zero. As r, approachies r2 . the colision efticlencv

rapidly rises to a maximum which may equal unity, and then may increase or decrease ar 1 bcoe
- . exactly equal to r,2 . In short, estimation of collision efficietncy tmust be anl uncertain uinderaking.

Therefore, we will arbitrarily set the collision efficiency equal to unity, but not without reseT va-

tions. When r2 >> r, , the energy of the collision will be prop~ortional to

*m(r,)m(r 2 ) mr 19
m(r I) +m(r2 ) mr)I 0)

and so will be very small, as m(r1 ) t 3~ Therefore, the error in troduced by 11t having 'l(r1 r2

* go to zero as r I/r2 goes to zero should be small.
Substituting the above expressions into the rate of energy transfer, we see that for Rc < 77

)OO3E'V)3 ,,2 [fm(r, )M(r 2  (I (IM

(0.003 (r, +r, )5 [m(r, )+m(r 2 )t n(r1 n(r2 )dr, dr2
~00

and for RC > 7

(30.92)(c) (r, +,r2 )3 mni~ rr) n(r2 dr, dr2 .(II

./f[m(r, )+m(r 2 )

Collisions caused by buoyancy. When the density of the crystals is not identical to thiatI of the

% fluid, the crystals will move relative to the fluid under the influence of gravity. This motion will

*be in addition to all other motions of the crystals. In the flea[ Traitsficr fromi Ice O'rstuls Su~s-
-, pended in Turbulent Water section, the relative velocity induced by gravity was determined. Using

the intermediate law for calculating the drag coefficient, we can find the termoinal rise velocity of a
crystal to be

Ut = (0.1 6g'O0715/V 0.
42 8 )r 1.1

4  (112)

and the relative velocity v(r, , r2 ) is therefore

PI. r(ri, r2)=(.16g' 07 15 /V 04 2 8 ) (1r 1. 14 r2 .1
4  (113)

Again collision efficiency will be equal to unity. ThusK = (O ~.715/Lu0 428)Nf) f r r) 2  m(r I )m* 23 0r/, (rr )+r2 2 )

I i1 4_2111n(r,)n(r,)n(r 2 )dr, lr,. (114)
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(hstal-boundarv collisions
The second general class of collisions are those between the crystals and tile external boundaries.

To determine the frequency of crystal-boundary collisions requires knowledge of the size and shape
of the water body of interest. As this report is intended to be as general as possible, this knowledge
cannot be assumed: however, this section is presented in the interest of completeness.

The experiments of Evans et al. (1974b) demonstrated that collisions between ice crystals and
the walls, bafles and impeller of the crystallizer were a significant cause of secondary nucleation.

- They assumed that any crystal moving with the bulk flow could potentially collide with the ima-
peller. and any crystal closer than an eddy size away from the wall could collide with the wall.
They were unable to determine if either collision mechanism dominated, but they did find that
coating the metal surfaces of the impeller and crystallizer with a soft material substantially re-
duced the nucleation rate.

In natural water bodies, collisions with external boundaries are probably not a significant cause
of secondary nucleation except in some circumstances. First of all, the ratio of surface area to vol-
ume of most natural water bodies is much smaller than that of a crystallizer. Also, the boundaries
of natural water bodies tend to be very rough compared to crystallizers. Crystals colliding with
these rough boundaries tend to stick and remain at the boundary, which results in the buildup of
anchor ice. Therefore, only in locations such as shallow, rocky rapids could crystal-boundary col-
lisions be important.

The rate of energy transfer during the collision of a crystal with a boundary may be crudely
estimated in the following manner. This analysis does not account for the effects of a boundary
layer, inertia, etc. Let V, be the maximum eddy size that can bring crystals into contact with the
boundary. Assume that the number density of crystals is uniform throughout the region. The
probability that a crystal of size r exists in the region within a distance close enough to collide with
a boundary is

prob. m n(r)dr (115)

where Rh is the hydraulic radius, or the ratio of volume to surface area. The relative velocity of
the crystal and the boundary can be estimated as

Urb  (VQ) 1' 3  (1 1)

and the energy at collision

Lrh r(r) m'?h =/z m(r)(e m) 2 3. (117)

Now the rate of collisions will be proportional to

( Q .,)l3 q., /
qrb r/th(rdr (118)

Qm Rh0

and thus

t / in m(r) n(r) dr. (119)

Summary
In this section tie kinetics of secondary nucleation has been partially modeled. Starting from

- a theoretical formulation of the rate of secondary nucleation, we find
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* The rate of energy transfer P't, has been determined for several different mechanisms of collision.

The function SN is necessarily empirical at this time because we know of no way to calculate its

value theoretically. SN is the product of two functions: ['I , the number of particles produced per

unit of collision energy and F,, the number of particles surviving to become crystals. We expect

-- that F, should be a linear function of the collision energy and have relatively little dependence on

.' •the supercooling or turbulence levels. F2 should largely depend on the supercooling, in accordance

with the survival theory (Garabedian and Strickland-Constable 1974). SN should largely depend

on the supercooling and perhaps depend less on the level of turbulence, E. The experimental re-

sults of Evans et al. (1974a, b) are difficult to analyze conclusively. However, they reported S
that the dependence of SN on e is small.

The terms in eq 110, I1I and 114 for Lt are difficult to compare with each other. To facilitate

a comparison, let r be the average crystal size, specified in any convenient manner. Then let r* be

the nondimensional crystal size, defined as

r* = r/r . (120)

We will assume that the crystal size distribution can be expressed as

n(r) = N(O) T(r/r) (121)

where T(r/r) defines the form of the crystal size distribution and is constant with time- N(0) is the

number of crystals of a size r = 0. When the form of ihe size distribution is fixed, specifying the

number of crystals of any size determines the number of all other sizes. Expressing the size dis-

tribution in this way is a simplification introduced purely as a device to facilitate comparison of

the mechanisms of collision. It may not be possible to do this in actual practice, as the form of

the size distribution may vary with time.
For example, introducing eq 120 and 121 into I 0 and noting m(r) =pi Kr 3, we see that

(0.003 vP 2 K r N if (r~+ r1 3+r 3 T(r* T(rf)dr, dr2 - (122)
b't (O'03)e/u) 2P~vr '°N 0 'b 2rr) (r + r2 3 )j

- i o(r 3 b~

Inside the integral are only nondimensional terms and the value of the integral will be a constant

with time. Combining all constants, we can now write eq 122

Et = a I (ejv)"': r '  (123)

and in the same manner we can write eq III and 114 forR c > 17

=a 2  6.0 +a 3F8 4 2 . (124)

The first term on the right side of each expression is the rate of energy transfer due to crystal-

crystal collisions. The second term in eq 124 is that due to crystal-crystal collisions caused by

gravity. The rate due to crystal-boundary collisions has not been included here, as its determina-

tion requires knowledge of the particular water body. The magnitudes of f', are nonlinear functions

of' the form and magnitude of the crystal size distributions. It is easy to see that small changes in

the crystal size distribution could cause very large changes in the rate of secondary nucleation.

The sudden appearance of vast numbers of frazil crystals, observed both in natural water bodies

and experimentally, may be a result of this large nonlinearity in the rate of secondary nucleation.

.6
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FRAZIL ICE DYNAMICS

Introduction
In this report the mathena tics of the formation of fra/il ice, the basic equations and expressions

for the important parameters, were developed. Much work remains to be done. The author hopes
that the synthesis contained in this report will provide insights into the phenomenon of frazil and
provide a foundation for further work.

This section presents a simple but practical example of the crystal number continuity equation
and the heat balance.

Steady-state crystal number continuity equation and
heat balance in a MSMPR crystallizer

Equation 9 can be specifically and practically applied to a mixed suspension. mixed product re-
moval (MSMPR) crystallizer operating at steady state. This application results in the most widely
known and used analytical solution to eq 9. Because of the generality of eq 9, it is not in the best
form for this particular apphcation. A very usable form can be achieved by integrating this equa- p
tion over the macroscopic volume '(t) in the external coordinate subregion that corresponds to the
volume of the MSMPR crystallizer. To carry out this integration, the volume of the crystallizer must
be well mixed. That is, in any arbitrary small element of its volume, a full and representative crystal
population distribution that is dependent only on the internal coordinate must exist. Within this
volume, the population density function n(R, t) can be written n(r, t) as it has no dependence on
the spatial coordinates. n(r) can now be interpreted as a size distribution function. In addition, G,
B and D are also required to be independent of the spatial coordinates within this volume. There-
fore multiplying eq 9 by d V and integrating over V(t), we obtain

JIan.+ V '}n) + a (Gn)+D-BldV=0. (12)Cat '

Every term can be removed from the integral except for the second, which results in an integral
over the volume of the spatial divergence of the population flux. This term can be converted into
a surface integral of the population flux flowing through the surface of the volume V(t), which in
principle may not be stationary. This results in

.fV ( f)d V QK " K + nV(126)- dt ""
V K

where QK is the flow rate and n K the population density of the Km input and output stream into
V(t). Carrying out the integration of eq 125 and dividing by V(t), we find

+ (Gn)+D-B+n E) -'QKt (127)at ar dt K '(t)

This is the number continuity equation integrated over a macroscopic external volume. It is aver-
aged in the external phase space and distributed in the internal phase space.

In the same manner the heat balance equation (eq 16b) can be integrated over the macroscopic
volume of the crystallizer. This results in

30~~ ~ _L3i QOK QK WK "

af C'PC at V VCPrf C7P (128)
K K

where ,iK is the mass density of ice in the Kth input or output stream into Ut).
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The foll1owing assu Mp Itons regard(Iing t I e operatIion of' thI e MSMI'R ct\ \sall'It /ii an n\\ I)e itiade.

I . The volume of' thle crystallizer doeN 11ot cliailge w ith lttle. 1 his ietimes that the volumie
* ~Of crystals he small compared to the total volume (a thln Suspension)

*2. Thle remaining ttmie-dependeiii term 11 an hdle di oipped as the cry stallizer opelates at steady
stat e.

3. The birth and death fun ctions canl be set to zeo for all sizes of crystals.
4. Thle crystallizer can he assutmed to operate with clear or tiisceded f'eed sti cams. Also.

tile size distributioni of' crystals in thle outflow is exactl\, identical toi the distibution in
the crvstalliter. The ratio 1'(t/ QK -an then he ititerpretred as the flow -through litime. 7.

5. McCabe's law is assumed to hold. This law often applied Under tile Condi tiotns toi und
inl industrial crystalliers, requires that thle growth rate not he a function of' the crystal
Size.

0. The population density of' tnewly nucleated crystals will be definted as it and will he as-
sinned constant. We assume the size of' the nucleated crystals to he vanisluingl\ close to
zero. it" is thle lower boundary condition for tlte crystal size dlist rihutioni. The eclation-
ship between nt and thle secondary nucleation rate X, is

F quations 127 and 128 canl now be written

Gn - + (130)
rT

(.Pf(f Oout) = (131)
7

Separating variables and integrating eq 1 2). we obtain

(dn,'n) (dir/Gr) (132)

which givesp

n =r it' exp(-r/G1;7 (133)

and, front eq 13 1 assutting 0~ 0O~ gives uIS

ii (()*I (1 _34)

Crystal size distributtons of' MSNIPR crystallizers operating at steady State are often very close
to tile size distribution,, of eq 1331. This provides a convenientt graphic mtethod of deteitinitng the
growth rates and thie density 4t nucleated crTystals by plotting the log of' itiasited populat ion
density against thle crystal size r. Thie graph is at straightt line with intercept of- logii" and slope of

A V .Additional information canl be obtained about the growth rAes thle tias of cystals or
othter aspects of tile cfystallizer operattotn. For examiple. notng that

ii~

subhstituiting the distribtitioi f'Or iilr ) fromt eq 133 and Solv n for we get
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1 1 1 1 1 l n 
[ 

1 1: 1k oi l(135 )

0 Run 216
ATob = 0,080°C

T = I 84 mm lncreasing tihe rate at which heat is removed or

100 S= 375 rpm decreasing tire residence tile will increase tire

-0 average uro,,th rate of tire crvstals, It is in this
E" manner that tile operations of such crystallizers
,$ { are studied to determine their operating charac-
0E

0 lteristics.
As was seen in the h'e ('ristal Growth Rates

Ssection, tile growth rate is not constant with

0 crystal size. This will cause the crystal size dis-
tribution to deviate from tire straight line of eq

S -- 133. It tire growth rate varies wi th crystal Size,
o 0 eq 12) is written

- 0

io~ 0  (Gn) astedffrnei*Growth Rate a t + 0.

0 Fractional Size
Distribution

to-  1 1 This equation call be solved as the difference in -.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I0 the product of the growth rate and the distribu-
r, Rodius(mm) tion at any two sizes

Figure 9. Frazil crystal size distribution and r,

growth rate (after Smith and Sarofim 1979). (Gn)r ,- (Gn)r 2 = -(1/r) / (r)dr.

This expression allows the variable growth rate to be determined from the measured crystal size
distribution if the growth rate at any size is known. An example of such data is shown in Figure ).

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Overview
The equations describing the dynamic interaction of the crystal distribution and the heat balance

of the water were developed in the Basic Equations section. Randolph and Larson (1971 ) used the

term "information" to describe the crystal distribution and the heat balance. "Frazil ice dynamics"
describes the unique internal information feedback loop that regulates the crystal size distribution.
The mechanism for this information feedback is through the level of supercooling resulting from

the balance of the latent heat released by the production of ice and the total heat loss from the

water. The supercooling level of the water ultimately determines the rates of secondary nucleation

and crystal growth, which in turn determine the dynamic crystal distribution at any time. The
level of turbulence controls the rate at which the feedback loop can operate. This is shown graph-
ically in Figure 10.

The two basic environmental parameters are the rate of heat loss from the water and tile level of
turbulence of the water. The rate of heat loss can be thought of as a disturbance that manifests in

the supercooling of the water. Tile crystal distribution develops in response to this disturbance and
its ultimate effect is to eliminate the disturbance and return the temperature of the water to the
freezing point. Tire level of turbulence controls the rate at which tire crystal distribution can re-

spond to the disturbance. The level of supercooling is determined by both the rate of cooling and

the level of turbulence. Increasing the level of turbulence will tend to decrease tile level of super-
cooling. This may have profound implications for engineers who design water irtakes that must
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operate in winter. This interaction between thate of heat loss, turbulence and supercling was

suggested in the experiments of Carstens 1966).

"i-..'Basic equations

The basic equations describing the crystal number continuity equation and the heat balance of
.... "the water were developed in the Basic Equations section. Simple versions of the heat balance have

been apped to the formation of frazil k i n natur a water bodies by previous researchers (aster-
kamp 1978). The number continuity equation has not been applied, and it is unclear at this point

Dwhat the resulting distribution wi be. The size distribution of iTac crystalrs has not been measuedeter

for any water body under any conditions. These are the first vital Field data that should be collected.
tion of The hydraulic and meteorologic conditions under which the size distribution is measured should be
carefully determined. Parallel to this effort, the solution of t ale basic equations Sho.ld be pursued.

pCurrently, the solution of these equations cannot be considered routine. The numerical schemes
necessary for their solution must be developed and tested.

The importance to te crystal distributi r of such physical proces s as t e forn ation of anchor
xice and flocculation of the frazil disks is not yet known. These processes must be investigated and

%'..' their influences assessed.

Growth rates

Despite much effort, the intrinsic kinetics of ice crystal growth has not been completely deter-
mined. This is the one major potential problem in determining tile growth rate of ice. Determina-

tion of the crystalline kinetics requires carefully controlled experiments in which a water tempera-E t ' ! ! ! i ture can be accurately maintained and measured. For growth controlled by licit transfer, the

growth rates can be estimated fairly well. ttowever, the transfer rates in the inertial su~brange have
, been determined based on the Frossling equation, an experimentally based relationship. The de-

fhvelopment of a rational theory of transfer rates in this regio is needed.

".'.'.Nucleation rates
" -'The nucleation rates of tfrazil ice crystals are probably the largest unknowrn at til, time. Tile

; ,' existence of secondary nucleation of frazil ice in natural water bodies has been conjecttired (asiter
:tJkamp 1977) but not yet demonstrated. The development of a theoretical basis faot file deltrina-
I - tion of the number of nuclei produced per unit collision energy is needed s is a rigorol, testingl

i.'-,,of the survival theory and experimental confirmation of' (fie collision rates.
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